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SESSION ONE
Thursday 10 June 2010
starting at 10.30 am

THE DURHAM ORDERS
Lots 1-22

Please see separate catalogue for full details and illustrations

1
Russia, Order of St. Andrew, Set of Insignia, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, by Emanuel Pannasch, St. Petersburg, 1835, in gold and enamels, in the form of a black enamelled Imperial eagle with
blue enamelled St. Andrew’s Cross bearing the crucified figure of St. Andrew in natural coloured enamels, the limbs of the cross with the
Roman letters S A P R (Sanctus Andreas Patronus Russiae); the reverse with white enamelled scroll inscribed with the motto of the Order
ǯǨ ǪǭǸǻ ǰ ǪǭǸNOCTȄ (For Faith and Loyalty), suspension in the form of an Imperial crown linked to eagles’ heads, carrier on reverse of
crown attached to gold screw and ring fitment on original sash, 88 x 52.5mm, slight surface scuffing to eagle’s tail feathers, otherwise

virtually as made;
(ii) Breast star, in cloth and bullion, as originally issued with the sash badge; the star with ribbed silver rays and wired sequins, legend in
gold lettering with green embroidered wreath on embroidered blue background, outer and inner circles in coiled gold wire, centre with
double-headed eagle of St. Andrew on a yellow cloth background, unmarked paper backing, 82 x 82mm, slightly tarnished, good extremely

fine;
(iii) Breast star, by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with pierced jewel-cut rays; the gold and enamel
centre with dark blue St. Andrew’s Cross over black double-headed eagle with Imperial crown above on a plain gold background, the motto
of the Order in gold letters, with gold and enamelled wreath below on a blue background, the reverse fitted with Russian style screw-back
suspension, separate silver screw-plate engraved Rundell Bridge & Co. Jewellers to the Queen and all the Royal Family Ludgate Hill
London, 77.5mm, extremely fine;
(i) and (iii) housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped ST. ANDREW. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell,
Bridge & Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)
£140,000-180,000

2
Russia, Order of St. Andrew, breast star, unmarked, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with
plain rays, centre in gold and enamels, rev., gilt, with Russian style plain silver screw-back suspension (this replacing vertical brooch-type
suspension, traces of which remain), 85mm, good extremely fine, toned, in fitted case
£5,000-7,000

3
Russia, Order of St. Andrew, breast star, unmarked, circa 1837-39, in silver, with wire-edged plain rays, the gold and enamelled centre
with royal blue St. Andrew’s Cross, rev., gilt, with Russian style plain silver screw-back suspension, 86mm, very slight enamel loss, good
extremely fine; together with a contemporary fitted leather case (possibly associated) bearing the label of Nicholls and Plincke Magasin
Anglais St. Petersbourg on inside of the lid
£5,000-7,000

4
Russia, Order of St. Andrew, breast star of slightly reduced size, by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver,
with plain rays, centre in gold nd enamels with pale blue St. Andrew’s Cross, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension, separate
silver screw-plate engraved Rundell Bridge & Co. Jewellers to the Queen and all the Royal Family Ludgate Hill London, 69mm, extremely
fine, in fitted Rundell, Bridge & Co. leather case
£5,000-7,000

5
Russia, A Miniature Collar and Badge of the Order of St. Andrew, by Wilhelm Kämmerer, St. Petersburg, 1838, in gold and
enamels; the collar comprising twelve alternating uniface medallions of the three standard types, the double-sided badge with hook
suspension, length of collar (including clasp) 173mm, badge 26 x 17.5mm, of outstanding workmanship, virtually as made; in fitted leather

case [lid detached] with blue label ‘Kaemmerer Magasin Jouaillerie & Bijouterie Perspective de Nevsky maison du General Southoff No 49’
£20,000-30,000

6
Russia, Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, Set of Insignia, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, by Emanuel Pannasch, St. Petersburg, 1835, in gold and enamels, in the form of a red enamelled Maltese Cross with gold
broad-winged Imperial eagles in each of the angles, their wing tips almost touching, with central painted enamel portrait of St. Alexander
Nevsky on horseback right, rev., with Imperial Warrant and maker’s mark on upper and lower arms of cross beneath the enamel, 56mm
(including suspension loop) x 49mm, virtually as made, with gold double ring suspension attached to original sash;
(ii) Breast star, in cloth and bullion, as originally issued with the sash badge; the star with ribbed silver rays and wired sequins, legend in
gold lettering with green embroidered wreath on embroidered coral background, outer and inner circles in coiled silver wire, centre with
monogram in gold wire on silver wire background, unmarked paper backing, 82 x 82mm, virtually as made;
(iii) Breast star, by Nicholls & Plincke, St. Petersburg, commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with pierced jewel-cut rays, rev., gilt, with
backplate stamped NICHOLLS & PLINCKE A ST PETERSBOURG, fitted with Russian style screw-back suspension with plain separate silver
screw-plate, 93mm, small flake of red enamel missing, otherwise good extremely fine;
(i) and (iii) housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped ST. ALEXANDER. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell,
Bridge & Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)
£80,000-120,000
7
Russia, Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, breast star of slightly reduced size, probably commissioned from Rundell, Bridge & Co., circa
1837-39, unmarked, in silver, with plain rays; the centre with crowned gold monogram of the Saint on white enamelled background, the
motto of the Order, with wreath below, in silver on a red enamelled background, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension with
plain separate silver screw-plate, 67.5mm, good extremely fine and toned, in leather case [this slightly damaged]
£5,000-7,000
8
Russia, Order of the White Eagle, Set of Insignia, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, by Emanuel Pannasch, St. Petersburg, 1836, in two-colour gold and enamels, in the form of a white enamelled eagle on a
Maltese Cross over black enamelled Imperial eagle, with Imperial crown suspension linked to eagles’ heads, rev., centre with white
enamelled cross with red border on plain gold rays and gold MARIA monogram, 100 x 62.5mm, very slight enamel chip at base of orb,

good extremely fine and of heavy weight, with original sash;
(ii) Breast star, by Nicholls & Plincke, St. Petersburg and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver-gilt, the motto of the Order PRO FIDE REGE
ET LEGE (For Faith, King and Law) in gold letters on a blue enamelled background, the centre with red and white enamelled cross, gold
central rosette and silver rays on gold background, rev., with backplate stamped NICHOLLS & PLINCKE A ST. PETERSBOURG, fitted with
Russian style screw-back suspension with plain separate silver screw-plate (this replacing vertical brooch-type suspension, traces of which
remain), 84mm, good extremely fine, toned;
the set housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped WHITE EAGLE OF RUSSIA. in gold, with silk lining stamped
‘Rundell, Bridge & Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)
£80,000-120,000
9
Russia, Order of St. Anne, Grand Cross Set of Insignia, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, by Emanuel Pannasch, St. Petersburg, maker’s mark on suspension loop but date not visible, in gold and enamels, in the
form of a red enamelled Maltese Cross, with gold openwork ornaments in angles and central painted enamel portrait of the Saint, rev.,
central enamelled monogram A J P F, with Imperial Warrant beneath red enamel on upper arm of cross, 51.5 x 46mm, reverse centre

slightly loose and with enamel chip on reverse lower arm, good very fine, with original sash;
(ii) Breast star, in cloth and bullion, as originally issued with the sash badge; the star with ribbed silver rays and wired sequins, legend and
cherubs in silver on embroidered rose background, outer and inner circles in coiled silver wire, central red star on gold wire background,
parchment or vellum backing with old pencilled note Riband on Left shoulder – star on Right breast, 82 x 82mm, two or three rays slightly

bent, good extremely fine and nearly as made;
(iii) Breast star, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with pierced jewel-cut rays, the abbreviated
motto of the Order AMAN. JUST. PIET. FID. (To those who love Justice, Piety and Fidelity) and cherubs supporting crown above in silver
on a red enamelled background, central gold and red enamel cross on gold background, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back
suspension and plain separate silver backplate, 93.5mm, considerable enamel losses at motto, extremely fine;
(i) and (iii) housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped ST. ANNE. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell, Bridge &
Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)
£30,000-40,000
10
Russia, Order of St. Anne, breast star of slightly reduced size, probably commissioned from Rundell, Bridge & Co., circa 1837-39,
unmarked, in silver, with plain rays and gold, silver and enamelled centre, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension and separate
plain silver screw-plate, 70mm, good extremely fine, in fitted case
£5,000-7,000
11
Russia, Order of St. Anne, an early ‘black’ Sash Badge, unmarked, Russian-made circa 1837-39, in the form of a Maltese Cross with
dark red enamel gold-framed limbs of flat section, gold ornaments in angles and with painted enamel centre, 59mm (including suspension
loop) x 53.5mm, virtually as made and of high quality manufacture, in shaped fitted case
£10,000-15,000
12
Belgium, Order of Leopold, Grand Cross Set of Insignia, Civil Division, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, manufactured in France for Joseph Germain Dutalis of Brussels, 1832-33, with import mark, ‘Spanish’ type crown, in gold
and enamels, the centre with a lion rampant in gold on black enamel, motto L’UNION FAIT LA FORCE on red enamel around, rev., centre
with gold monogram of Leopold I, 103.5 x 68.5mm, crown damaged and with the cross missing from the top of the orb, hairline cracks to

white enamel and with slight loss to green and black enamel, of high quality workmanship, with original sash;
(ii) Breast star, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with plain rays, centre in gold and enamels,
rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension and plain separate silver backplate, 87 x 80mm, good extremely fine;
housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped LEOPOLD OF BELGIUM. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell, Bridge
& Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)

£8,000-12,000

13
Belgium, Order of Leopold, Civil Division, a reduced size badge for neck wear, manufactured in France for Joseph Germain Dutalis of
Brussels, 1832-33, with import mark, ‘Spanish’ type crown, in gold and enamels, 68 x 40.5mm, evidently well-worn, with a number of
enamel chips and losses to the green wreath, very fine, on screw-lock gold carrier, with original neck riband and gold clasp £2,000-3,000
14
Belgium, Order of Leopold, Civil Division, a smaller reduced size badge for breast wear, manufactured in France for Joseph Germain
Dutalis of Brussels, 1832-33, with import mark, ‘Spanish’ type crown, in gold and enamels, 48 x 26mm, virtually as made
£1,500-2,000
15
Greece, Order of the Redeemer, Grand Cross Set of Insignia, King Otho I Issue, comprising:
(i) Sash badge, unmarked, of French manufacture, in gold and enamels, white enamelled eight-pointed cross with green enamelled oak
and laurel wreath in angles, centre with gold portrait of King Otho facing right, legend around in gold letters on blue enamel ƳĬƻƱ
ƨƧƶƭƯEƸƶ THƶ ƪƯƯƧƩƳƶ (Otho King of Greece), rev., centre with arms of Bavaria, motto of the Order around Ƭ ƩƪƲƭƧ ƶOY ƹƪƭƵ ƮƸƵƭƪ
ƩƪƩƳƲƧƶƷƧƭ ƪƱ ƭƶƹƸƭ (Thy Right Hand O Lord is Majestic in Strength). 103.5mm x 72.5mm, small chip at N of OĬƻN and with light

overall wear, good very fine, with original sash;
(ii) Breast star, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with pierced jewel-cut rays, centre in gold
and enamels, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension and plain separate silver backplate, 82mm, good extremely fine;
housed in a purpose-made maroon leather case, the lid stamped SAVIOUR OF GREECE in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell, Bridge &
Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill.’ (lot)
£20,000-25,000
16
Greece, Order of the Redeemer, King Otho I Issue, a reduced size badge for neck wear, unmarked, in gold and enamels, of
comparable design to the sash badge, 65.5 x 41mm, slight overall wear, extremely fine
£6,000-8,000
17
Greece, Order of the Redeemer, King Otho I Issue, breast star, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and commissioned circa 1837-39,
in silver, with plain rays, centre in gold and enamels, rev., gilt, with Russian style screw-back suspension and plain separate silver
backplate, 88 x 77.5mm, light evidence of wear and with ‘X’ scratched on reverse to indicate correct orientation of the star, extremely fine,
in fitted case
£3,000-5,000
18
Great Britain, The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division:
A magnificent privately-made jewelled and enamelled gold Grand Cross Sash Badge, 1837-38, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co., obv.,
motto TRIA JUNCTA IN UNO on translucent red enamel background, heads of rose and thistle set with rubies and emeralds, entwined
stems between the three crowns with green enamel, rev., similar but the motto on a plain matted gold background, flowerheads in
polychrome enamels, with finely-shaped and chased suspension pendent from gold ring carrier with screw-lock, with original sash, 64 x
45mm, some repair and losses to green enamel on both sides, good extremely fine and of superb quality; housed in a purpose-made
maroon leather case, the lid stamped BRILLIANT STAR & BADGE OF THE BATH. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell, Bridge & Co.
Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate Hill’ (the case with vacant space for a jewelled breast star)
£20,000-30,000
19
Great Britain, The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, Breast star, probably by Rundell, Bridge & Co. and
commissioned circa 1837-39, in silver, with plain rays, centre in gold and red and white enamels, rev., with Russian style screw-back
suspension and plain separate silver backplate, 86 x 79mm, virtually as made, silver lightly toned, in fitted leather case [lid detached]
£2,500-3,500
20
Miniatures: A Gold Brooch, mounted with miniature breast stars of the Russian Orders of St. Andrew, St. Alexander Nevsky and St.
Anne, each star 19.5mm, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 68.5mm, virtually as made, extremely fine, in fitted case
£2,000-3,000
21
Miniatures: A Gold Brooch, mounted with miniature breast stars of the British Order of the Bath, Belgian Order of Leopold, and Greek
Order of the Redeemer, each star 19.5mm, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 68.5mm, virtually as made, extremely fine, in fitted case
£1,000-1,500
--------------22
The Durham Orders Travelling Case: A Fitted Mahogany Box constructed for transport of the Earl of Durham’s Orders, with
brass fold-out carrying handles, lock (damaged and lacking key), the lid inset with oval brass plate inscribed THE RIGHT HONBLE THE EARL
OF DURHAM, the silk-lined interior with two finely made trays arranged to carry the eight Rundell, Bridge & Co. cases containing the
principal Orders, with space below for additional items; 54cm wide x 31cm deep x 17cm high, circa 1838, in very fine condition; and a
Maroon Leather Case, now empty and originally made for the official, returnable insignia of the Order of the Bath, stamped BATH STAR
AND BADGE. in gold, with silk lining stamped ‘Rundell, Bridge & Co. Jewellers & Goldsmiths To The Queen, and Royal Family, 32 Ludgate
Hill.’ (lot)
£600-800

Starting at 11 am
RUSSIAN GOLD AND SILVER COINS

23

23
*Peter the Great (1689-1725), ‘Seaman’ type rouble, 1725, Red mint, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right, no engraver’s initials
below, rev., crowned cruciform Ƿ‘s, date across centre (Bitkin 973; Diakov 49; Uzdenikov 0625), extremely fine, lightly toned
£2,000-2,500

24

‡24
*Peter III (1761-2), 10-roubles, 1762, St. Petersburg, cuirassed bust right, mintmark below, rev., crowned cruciform shields, eagle in
centre, date and roses in angles, 16.39g (Bit. 1; Uzd. 0099), minor obverse scratches and graining weak at top edge, about extremely fine
and very rare
£60,000-80,000

25

‡25
*Catherine II (1762-96), rouble, 1769, St. Petersburg mint, crowned and mantled bust right, TI on sleeve, mintmark below, rev.,
crowned double-headed eagle dividing C-A (Bit. 206; Diakov 2; Uzd. 1020), good very fine
£500-700

26

26
*Catherine II, poltina, 1777, 0.69g (Bit. 116; Diakov 355; Uzd. 4086), light crease, very fine

£200-300

27

‡27
*Nicholas I (1825-55), ‘Family’ 1½-roubles or 10-zlotych, 1836, St. Petersburg mint, bare head right, 1½ ǸǻǩƯȇ to left, 10 ZàOT. 1836
to right, engraver’s initials Ƿ.ǻ. (Pavel Iutkin) on truncation, all within decorated border, rev., portraits of the Imperial Family: head of the
Tsarina right within circle, surrounded by seven heads of their children, no engraver’s marks on reverse, 30.93g, 40mm (Bit. H889; Uzd.
4207 (note)), a novodel striking, with lightly tooled flaw on reverse rim, good extremely fine and toned, very rare
£80,000-100,000
See also enlarged illustration on inside front cover.

28

29

28
*Nicholas I, rouble, 1850, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle dividing Ƿ-A, rev., crowned value and date within wreath (Bit.
226; Uzd. 1677), extremely fine, toned
£450-500

29
*Nicholas I, 25 kopecks, 1851, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle dividing Ƿ-A, rev., crowned value and date within wreath
(Bit. 302; Uzd. 1688), extremely fine, toned
£200-250

30

31

30
*Alexander II (1855-81), 3-roubles, 1870 (Bit. 32; Uzd. 0256; F. 147), virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

31
*Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870, similar to the last, virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

32

33

32
*Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870, similar to the last, virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

33
*Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870, similar to the last, virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

34

35

34
*Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870, similar to the last, virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

35
*Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870, similar to the last, virtually mint state

£1,000-1,200

36
Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870 (2), similar to the last, virtually mint state

£2,000-2,500

37
Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870 (2), similar to the last, virtually mint state

£2,000-2,500

38
Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870 (2), similar to the last, virtually mint state

£2,000-2,500

39
Alexander II, 3-roubles, 1870 (3), similar to the last, virtually mint state

£3,000-3,500

--------------40
Bonds: Second 5% Russian ‘Rothschild’ Loan of 1822, bonds for 960 roubles/£148 sterling (1) and for 720 roubles/£111 sterling
(3), all signed in ink on the right hand margin by Jacob Rothschild, all with tears and some repairs, generally in fair condition (4)
£400-500

IMPERIAL COMMEMORATIVE AND AWARD MEDALS
41
*Foundation of St Petersburg, 1703, silver medal, by T. Ivanov and M. Mushnikov, in silver, armoured and draped bust of Peter I
right, rev., Neptune in sea chariot, 47mm (Diakov 18.17), very fine
£1,000-1,200
42
*Capture of Four Swedish Frigates near Grengam Island, 27 July 1720, silver medal, unsigned, armoured and draped bust of
Peter I right, rev., scene of the attack on the four Swedish frigates by Russian ships, 36mm (Diakov 56.3), a 19th century novodel, with die
fault on reverse, extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
43
*Peter III, silver medal, by V. Soum, number 58 of 62 medals in the series of Grand Dukes, Czars and Empresses of Russia, cuirassed
bust of Peter III right, rev., eight-line inscription, 39mm (Smirnov 58), extremely fine
£1,300-1,500
44
*Catherine the Great, silver medal, by F. Lyalin, number 59 of 62 medals in the series of Grand Dukes, Czars and Empresses of Russia,
helmeted bust of Catherine II right, rev., twelve-line inscription, 39mm (Smirnov 59), extremely fine
£1,300-1,500
45
*Medal for Useful Labour to Society, 1762, as awarded to the merchants trading in Kamchatka, in silver, by F. Gass, crowned bust of
the Empress right, rev., four-line inscription within floral frame, 44mm (Diakov 116.2), a few scuffs, good very fine
£1,300-1,500
‡46
*Catherine II’s Journey to the Crimea, 1787, large gold medal, by T. Ivanov, crowned, laureate, mantled and cuirassed bust right,
engraver’s name and date below, rev., map of Catherine’s route from St. Petersburg to the Crimea, legend on scroll above and in exergue, wt.
125.03g, 65mm (Diakov 205.1, unrecorded in gold; Reichel 2741, unrecorded in gold), two metal flaws on reverse rim and with minor scuffs,
extremely fine and extremely rare
£100,000-120,000
47
*Coronation of Paul I, 1797, silver medal, by C. Leberecht, uniformed bust right, rev., broad cross in plain field, 51mm (Diakov 243.3),
extremely fine
£3,500-4,000
48
*Coronation of Paul I, 1797, gold medal, type similar to the last, 44mm (Diakov 243.7), scuffed, very fine
49
*Patriotic War of 1812, in silver, 28.5mm (Diakov 358), extremely fine
50
*Caucasus Medal, 1837, in silver, by A. Lyalin, 29mm (Diakov 534), extremely fine

£2,800-3,200

£700-800

£2,800-3,200

51
*Restoration of the Winter Palace, 1839, silver award medal, by H. Gube, crowned cypher of Nicholas I, rev., view of the Winter
Palace, 33mm (Diakov 551), with suspension ring attached, edge bruised, good very fine
£3,500-4,000
52
*Small Gold Zeal Medal, Alexander II issue, third bust type, 29mm (Diakov 637.6), edge bruises and surface scuffs, very fine
£14,000-16,000
53
*Opening of the Monument commemorating the Millennium of the Russian State, Novgorod 1862, gold medal, by P.
Brusnitsyn, medallions of Rurik and Alexander II facing each other, radiant star above, Imperial eagle below, rev., view of the monument,
27.5mm (Diakov 707.2 var.), edge bruise, very fine
£2,800-3,200
54
*Silver Wedding of Alexander II and Maria Alexandrovna 1866, gold medal, unsigned, 29mm (Diakov 741), edge bruises and
scuffs, very fine
£2,800-3,200
‡55
Imperial Society of Agriculture of Southern Russia, copper medal, undated, by L. Shteinman and V. Nikonov, conjoined heads right
of the Emperors Nicholas I and Alexander II, initials on truncation, rev., farmer and oxen ploughing, sunset in background, designer’s
name in exergue, wreath around, 90.1mm (Diakov 850), minor scratches and dents in field, good very fine
£200-300
‡56
*Alexander II, Memorial, 1881, large gold medal, by V. Alexeev and A. Griliches Jr., bare head right, radiate ‘all-seeing eye’ and palm
above, BA on truncation, dates to left, right and below, rev., allegorical female figure kneeling before catafalque placing a wreath on
monogrammed coffin, grieving angel behind holding shield; three laurel wreaths, scroll and book below, wreath and inscription around,
303.14g, 77.5mm (Diakov 881 (R5)), some minor marks in the fields, extremely fine and extremely rare
£70,000-100,000
57
*Small Silver Zeal Medal, Nicholas II issue, unofficially gilt, very fine

£100-150
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Ex 63
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70

IMPERIAL ORDERS
58
*Order of St. Andrew, breast star, by Keibel, St. Petersburg, pre-1898, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and gilt reverse, 90mm,
about extremely fine
£16,000-18,000
59
*Order of the White Eagle, cloth and bullion breast star, circa 1840, in silver-gilt wire, with gilt wire and woven cloth centre, 89mm,
with leather backing, good very fine
£3,000-4,000
60
*Order of the White Eagle, breast star with swords, by Eduard, St. Petersburg 1908-17, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre and
silver swords, 89mm, about extremely fine
£10,000-12,000
61
*Order of St George, Fourth Class breast badge, by Aǩ (Alexander Brylov), St. Petersburg, in gold and enamels, 39.5mm (including
suspension ring) x 35.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£20,000-25,000
62
*Order of St. George, Fourth Class breast badge, with 56 fineness mark on suspension ring, 39.5mm (including suspension ring) x
35.5mm, good very fine
£3,500-4,000
63
*Order of St. George, European-made Fourth Class breast badge in gold and enamels, 32.5mm (including suspension ring) x 31.3mm,
reverse chipped, very fine [this illustrated]; together with a uniface copy of a Third Class badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, 48mm, and a
uniface miniature badge, reverse with indistinct mark, in silver and enamels, 16.8mm, very fine (3)
£600-800
64
*Order of St. George, Fourth Class breast badge, unmarked, 1916-17, in bronze-gilt and enamels, 39mm (including suspension ring) x
34.9mm, without riband, good very fine
£1,200-1,500
65
*Order of St. Vladimir, Military Division, a European-made First Class breast star, third quarter of the 19th century, in silver and gilt, with
gilt and enamelled centre, gold central cross, gold swords and gilt reverse, 87mm, about extremely fine and of superb workmanship
£4,000-6,000
‡66
*Order of St. Vladimir, Military Division, Fourth Class breast badge, by Julius Keibel, St. Petersburg, with date mark 18-, in gold and
enamels, 39mm (including suspension ring) x 35mm, good very fine, offered with photograph of a Russian Officer wearing a Fourth Class
St. Vladimir badge
£3,000-4,000
67
*Order of St Vladimir, Military Division, Fourth Class breast badge, by Grigori Sbitniev, Moscow, 1908-17, in gold and enamels, 42.5mm
(including suspension ring) x 38.5mm, good very fine
£2,000-3,000
68
*Order of St. Vladimir, Civil Division, Third Class neck badge, marks indistinct, in gold and enamels, the reverse centre with raised silver
lettering of Slavic style, 50mm (including suspension ring) x 45.5mm, reverse centre heavily chipped, otherwise with moderate overall
wear, very fine or better
£2,000-3,000
69
*Order of St. Vladimir, Civil Division, Fourth Class breast badge, by Albert Keibel, St. Petersburg, in gold and enamels, 38mm (including
suspension ring) x 34.2mm, good very fine
£3,000-4,000
70
*Order of St. Vladimir Group, Three: Order of St. Vladimir, Civil Division, Fourth Class badge for 35 Years Service, by Albert Keibel, St.
Petersburg, 1898-1908; Small Silver Zeal Medal, Alexander II type 3, suspended from St. Anne riband (Diakov 637.6); and Alexander III
Memorial Medal, 1894, mounted for wearing, generally good very fine (3)
£14,000-16,000
71
*Order of St. Anne, Third Class breast badge, by Kämmerer and Keibel, St. Petersburg, with clear date mark 1844 and with broadwinged Imperial Warrant, in gold and enamels, 37mm (including suspension ring) x 32mm, in case of issue, some spotting on the
medallion of St. Anne, otherwise about extremely fine
£12,000-15,000
72
*Order of St. Anne, First Class set of insignia, by Wilhelm Keibel, St. Petersburg, comprising: sash badge, in gold of 72 zolotniki and
enamels, 54mm (including suspension ring) x 48.5mm; and breast star, in silver, with silver, gilt and enamelled centre and gilt reverse,
89.5mm, the set extremely fine, in original fitted case of issue, with sash (2)
£25,000-30,000
73
*Order of St. Anne, a European-made First Class breast star, unmarked, in silver, with silver, gilt and enamelled centre and gilt reverse,
90mm, almost extremely fine
£2,800-3,200

72

71

73

74

75

76

77

74
*Order of St. Anne, Civil Division, ‘bulbous’ Second Class neck badge, maker’s mark indistinct, St. Petersburg, probably third quarter 19th
century, in gold and enamels; the central medallion on obverse depicting the Saint and with ornamented gold border, 53mm (including
suspension ring) x 48.5mm, reverse centre a little loose, about extremely fine
£15,000-20,000
See also front cover illustration.

75
*Order of St. Anne, Civil Division, Second Class neck badge, by Albert Keibel, St. Petersburg, pre-1898, in gold and enamels, 48.5mm
(including suspension ring) x 44mm, about extremely fine, in case of issue (lid detached)
£2,800-3,200
‡76
*Order of St. Anne, Military Division, Second Class neck badge, by Eduard, St. Petersburg, in gold and enamels, 49mm (including
suspension ring) x 44mm, extremely fine, in a Civil Division case (hinge repaired)
£3,000-4,000
77
*Order of St Stanislaus, Second Class neck badge, maker’s mark indistinct, St Petersburg, dated 1856 and with Imperial Warrant under
enamel of upper limb of obverse, in gold (of 72 zolotniki) and enamels, early type, with points of wings touching in angles, 50.5mm
(including suspension ring) x 45.5mm, fault on reverse of eagle in first quarter, good very fine and rare
£12,000-15,000
--------------78
Case: An original fitted case for a Second Class (Civil Division) badge of the Order of St. Stanislaus, in gold blocked red leather, with neck
riband, 91 x 68.5mm, complete, scuffed and slight tearing to join of lid, fine
£250-300

MINIATURES AND ARTEFACTS
79
*Miniature: Order of St. Andrew, by ǷB, pre-1898, breast star, in gold with enamelled centre, the central surround and rays of star all
set with diamonds, 25.3mm, good extremely fine
£12,000-15,000
80
*Miniature: Order of St. Anne, Military Division badge with Crown, suspension ring stamped BA and 72 (for 72 zolotniki fineness), in
gold and enamels, 36.5mm (including crown) x 18.2mm, suspension of crown repaired, very fine
£1,000-1,500
81
*An Imperial Presentation Gold Watch, no. 59497, by Pavel Bure, Moscow, the hunter-type case in 14ct. gold with applied gold
Imperial eagle on lid, engraved backplate engraved in Russian ‘…Supplier to the Palace of His Highness’, with Swiss-type movement in
working order and white enamel dial with Roman numerals, width 49mm, hairline cracks to dial, in well-used condition, generally good
fine; with ‘rolled gold’ chain, worn, and red morocco fitted case of issue, this with gold-blocked Imperial eagle on the lid
£2,500-3,000
82
A Theatrical Copy Badge of the Order of St. Andrew, in bronze-gilt, paint and enamels, without marks but believed to be Russianmade, one eagle’s eye missing, offered as a copy, about very fine
£100-200
83
*Miscellaneous Copies of Imperial Orders, Decorations and Badges, Eight: comprising theatrical copy of the Order of St. Andrew,
in bronze-gilt and enamels, lacking crown and scroll suspension; Order of the White Eagle, type 1, in silver-gilt and enamels; Order of St.
George (2), Third Class badge, with false kokoshnik, in gold and enamels and Fourth Class badge for 18 Deep Sea Voyages, in gold and
enamels; St George Cross with cypher of Alexander I; Order of St. Anne, Civil Division, 3rd Class breast badge, by ǬǶ, in bronze-gilt and
enamels, stamped at base of lower limb, and modern copies of badges for the Kexholm Guards and 62nd Suzdal Infantry Regiment,
generally very fine, all offered as copies and/or with faults (three pieces illustrated) (8)
£500-1,000
84
Books and Ribands: Commander G. Gadd, Album of the Russian Royal Family, Copenhagen 1918, in Russian, French, English and
German, with prints of each member of the Royal Family and with biographical details; together with two scrapbooks related to Imperial
Russian uniforms and an album of sections of Imperial Russian ribands, in generally good condition (4)
£180-220

IMPERIAL BADGES
85
Nikolaevsky Academy, in silver-gilt (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.1.); Nikolaevsky Naval Academy, by Dmitri Osipov, St. Petersburg, in silvergilt (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.8.); Institute of Railway Engineers, in silver (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.12.); Alexandrovsky Military-Law Academy,
by Dmitri Osipov, St. Petersburg, in silver and gilt (P. & B. vol. I, I.I.26.), generally very fine (4)
£400-600
86
Imperial Medical Academy and Russian Universities, Officer Graduate or Doctor’s badge, unmarked, in silver and gilt (P. & B. vol. I,
1.1.35.); Centenary of Imperial Medical Academy 1898, by Dmitri Osipov, St. Petersburg, in silver, gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. I,
1.1.36.); Graduate of Medicine, Physician’s badge, by Dmitri Osipov, St. Petersburg, in silver-gilt, with turquoise enamelled chalice and
snakes (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.37.), all with screw-back suspension, generally very fine (3)
£400-600

79 (and x2 enlargement)
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104 (2 pieces)

102

87
Shooting School for Officers, with kokoshniks on reverse of right hand scroll, in silver and gilt (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.41.), with screw-back
suspension, very fine; together with copies (2) of Artillery school for Officers and Shooting School for Officers, Machine Gun
Department, these both in oxidized silver and gilt, both with identical false kokoshniks on reverse (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.36. and 1.1.37.),
both with screw-back suspension, very fine, these two sold as copies (3)
£200-300
88
*Alexeevsky Military School, Moscow, by K. Bokh, Moscow, in silver, gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. I, 1.2.9.), reverse numbered
‘4273’; together with a Provisional Government issue, also by K. Bokh, similar to the last but with crown above badge, crowns on eagles
lacking and with different central initial (P. & B. vol. I, 1.2.10.), both with screw-back suspension, second chipped on lower limb, very fine
and better (2)
£800-1,200
89
*Nikolaevsky Military School, Kiev, type 1, marked 2KA, Kiev, in silver, gilt and enamels, reverse stamped with the number 1273 (P.
& B. vol. I, 1.2.12.), with screw-back fitment by Vokasu of Kiev; type II, unmarked, with gilt monogram of Nicholas II above eagle, in
silver, gilt and enamels, reverse stamped with the number 90 (P. & B. vol. I, 1.2.13.), with screw-back suspension, both very fine (2)
£800-1,200
90
*Vilno Military School, by Eduard, St. Petersburg, in silver, gilt and enamels, impressed legend on edges (P. & B. vol. I, 1.2.16.),
Provisional Government issue, also by Eduard, similar to the last but without the two royal monograms on upper limb of cross (P. & B. vol.
I, 1.2.17.), both with screw-back suspension, good very fine (2)
£1,000-1,500
91
*Sergievsky Artillery School of Odessa, in silver, by E S, in silver and gilt, with enamelled central shield (P. & B. vol. I, 1.4.2.);
together with Provisional Government issue, in oxidized silver, similar to the last but without crown above eagle (P. & B. III, 1.4.6.), with
screw-back suspension, good very fine (2)
£800-1,200
92
*Ensign School Graduate Badges (2), both Provisional Government issues of the Irkutsk school, both in silvered bronze and enamels,
and with gilt swords (P. & B. vol. I, 1.7.3. and 1.7.5.), with screw-back suspension, very fine; together with another similar badge, in
silvered metal and enamels but with gilt Imperial eagle, as found on civil university graduate badges, above, with screw-back fitment by
Vokasu of Kiev, very fine (3)
£500-700
First two badges illustrated.

93
*Ensign School Graduate Badges (4), comprising: ǷȀ on central shield type (2), one by O.K., Moscow, with Imperial Crown and HII above
eagle, in silver, gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. I, 1.7.8/1 var.); with DO in blue enamel on reverse of crown; another, Provisional Government issue,
with crown above eagle replaced by 1917 in wreath, in bronze-gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. I, 1.7.8/5.); Northern Front Ensigns School, (2),
both Provisional Government issue, in silver-gilt and enamels, both with ǷC monogram maker’s mark, one with ǷȀ on central shield, in silver-gilt
and enamels (P. & B. vol. I, 1.7.20 var.), the other with IX on central shield, (P. & B. vol. I.7.20), very fine or better (4)
£600-800
94
*Civilian Engineers’ Building School, miniature badge, maker’s mark indistinct, in gold, 28.5 x 22mm (P. & B. vol. 1, 1.2.5.), with
screw-back suspension and with Hungarian guarantee marks on edge, very fine
£700-1,000
95
Infantry Regiments (3), comprising 100th Ostrov Regiment, in silvered bronze (P. & B. vol. II, 4.2.89.); 174th Romny Regiment,
in bronze-gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. II, 4.2.139.); 192nd Rymnik Regiment, in oxidized silver, and enamels (P. & B. vol. II,
4.2.152.), all with screw-back suspension, generally very fine; together with Siberian Cossack Army, in bronze-gilt and enamels (P. & B.
vol. II, 5.5.8.), with screw-back suspension, enamel chipped, fine (4)
£500-700
96
*5th Litovsky Uhlan Regiment of His Majesty King Victor Emanuel III, maker’s mark uncertain, in gold and enamels (P. & B. vol.
II, 5.2.5.), with silver screw-back fitment with 1898-1908 kokoshnik on backing plate, good very fine and very rare
£12,000-15,000
97
*1st Battery of the 12th Artillery, unmarked, in gold, with one silver cannon and red enamelled centre (P. & B. vol. II, 6.1.22), with pin
back suspension good very fine and rare
£3,500-4,000
98
Copies: Naval School Badges (6), all in silver or silvered metal and mostly with false hallmarks, comprising: Officer’s Mine Class (P. & B.
vol. I, 1.1.61.); Officer’s Artillery Class (2), one lacking anchor cable (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.62.); Officer’s Diving School (P. &. B. vol. I,
1.1.65.); Officer’s Navigator’s Class (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.66.); Officer’s Naval Aviation Class (P. & B. vol. I, 1.1.68.), all with screw-back
suspension, very fine or better, sold as copies (6)
£300-500
99
Copies: Infantry Regimental Badges (3), comprising: 45th Azov Regiment, in cast silver, gilt and enamels (P. & B. vol. II, 4.2.46.); 46th
Dnepr Regiment, in gilt metal and enamels, with false Eduard mark on backing plate (P. & B. vol. II, 4.2.47); 77th Tenga Regiment, in gilt
and enamels, with silvered centre (P. & B. vol. II, 4.2.71.), generally extremely fine, sold as copies (3)
£200-300
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113

JETONS
100
*Bicentenary of the Lagoda Regiment, 1908, gold jeton, unmarked, 24.3 x 17.5mm, with gold chain suspension, good very fine
£700-800
101
*Construction of the Olonets Railway Line, 1913, jeton, by the workshop of Tenis Willo, named to O.P. Henry-Greer, in silver,
gold and enamels, 34mm (Ivanov type 43-46), slight enamel damage, very fine
£800-1,000
102
*Hexagonal Gold Jeton, in the form of a locket, St. Petersburg 1908-17, maker’s mark indistinct, obverse with applied miniature of the
Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, in gold and enamels, reverse plain, containing two photographs of a Lady, 24 x 21.5mm, very fine
£800-1,000
103
*Oval Gold Jeton, in the form of a locket, in 72 zolotniki gold, maker’s mark indistinct, obverse with flag bearing horizontal red and white
enamelled stripes with a gold central device, all within gold wreath, reverse with gold and enamelled date 1882, containing photographs of
an Officer in uniform and a Lady, 29 x 17mm, very fine
£300-400
104
*Silver Jetons (2), one portraying a horse and rider jumping a fence, 28mm, the other for Excellence in Equine Sports, 1909, by OǼ,
Moscow, 24mm, both very fine (2)
£700-800

WHITE RUSSIA
105
*First Kuban Ice Campaign, 1917, ‘Crown of Thorns’ badge in oxidized silver, of two-part construction, impressed no. 262 on
reverse, height (to top of suspension ring, excluding sword) 33.5mm, suspended from St. George ribbon with red, white and blue
rosette (as worn by combatants), very fine
£4,000-5,000

REVOLUTION ANNIVERSARY MEDALS AND BADGES
106
*3rd Anniversary of the October Revolution, 1917-20, silver medal, 35.5mm (excluding integral suspension loop), surface and edge
marks, generally good fine
£500-600
107
*To Red Guardsmen and Red Partisans, 1917-32, awarded to Pyotr Leontyevich Yourskiy, in silver, with red and white
enamel, as awarded by Leningrad City Council to Veterans of the October Revolution and Civil War on the occasion of the 15th
Anniversary; rev., with circular backplate impressed with no. 1073, original screwpost broken or has been removed, good very fine and
£2,800-3,200
toned
Offered with an extensive archive of original documents relating to the recipient. These include an award booklet, Osoaviakhim membership
book, Down with Illiteracy Organisation membership card, Military Identification booklet, Osoaviakhim certificate for the Ready Anti-Aircraft and
Chemical Defence complex, Leningrad Worker’s Society for the Union of the City with the Countryside membership booklet, Friend of Children
Society membership booklet, International Organisation for Assistance to Fighters for the Revolution membership booklets (2), Professional
Union of Soviet and Trade Workers of the U.S.S.R. membership booklet, various military certificates, passes and orders, pension, ration and
insurance documents.

ORDERS, MEDALS AND BADGES OF THE SOVIET REPUBLICS
108
*Armenia, a locally-made engraved medal in silver, with applied hammer-and-sickle in gold, rev., engraved in Russian and Armenian with
date 29-11-1920, 30mm (excluding mount), with silver scroll mount, good very fine
£500-600
109
*Armenia, 10th Anniversary of the Armenian Division and the Civil War 1930, badge in silver and red enamel, 49 x 39mm,

screw-back suspension with separate backplate, flake of enamel missing above central hammer-and-sickle, generally very fine and
toned, extremely rare
£30,000-40,000
Offered with original bestowal document dated 15 January 1931 named to A. Gasparyan.

110
*Armenia, 10th Anniversary of the Armenian Militia, 1930, Officer’s badge, in silver and red enamel, of local workmanship and
rather coarse style, screw-back suspension with separate brass backplate stamped with the numeral 6 [or 9], some enamel loss at top
edge, good fine and extremely rare
£25,000-30,000

114

115

117

116

118

119

120

111
*Azerbaijan, Honourable Proletarian Badge, 1920, in silver and enamels, of multi-part wired construction, ǨǹǹǸ on scroll below
laurel and oak wreath, 46mm x 35mm, screw-back suspension, slight damage to enamel, generally good very fine and lightly toned,
excessively rare
£25,000-30,000
Published and discussed by V.A. Durov in ǵțȔȐȏȔȈȚȐȒȈ No 4 (23), Moscow, November 2009, p.46 (this piece illustrated). A second example is
recorded in a museum in Baku.

112
*Order of the Red Star of Bukhara, First Class, breast star in silver-gilt and blue enamel with central star in red, unmarked,
unnumbered as issued and of local manufacture, 74mm x 74mm, with vertical brooch-pin suspension, some enamel loss, very fine to
good very fine
£40,000-50,000
113
*Order of the Red Star of Bukhara, an unofficially-made breast star in the style of a First Class award, in silver-gilt, pale blue and
red enamel, apparently contemporary with local mark on one point of reverse, 62.5mm x 61mm, originally fitted with screw-back
suspension which has been replaced with pin suspension [now damaged], very fine
£6,000-8,000
114
*Order of the Red Star of Bukhara, Soviet period, Third Class badge, in silver [without traces of enamel], unmarked and unnumbered
as issued, the original integral suspension loop broken, replaced firstly with screwpost [now removed] and secondly with a soldered
suspension loop, evidently well-worn, good fine
£8,000-10,000
Offered with certificate of award, numbered 273 and dated 1923, naming the recipient as Stepan Zubchenko.

115
*Bukhara, Basmachian War Badge, 1922, in pressed bronze and enamels, as awarded to servicemen fighting counter-revolutionary
forces, 77mm x 57.5mm, minor damage to enamelwork, very fine to good very fine
£10,000-12,000
116
*Order of the Red Banner of Labour of Georgia, type 1 (variety), in silver, red and white enamels, of multi-part wired construction
but with the red star and hammer-and-sickle assembly missing above Red Banner; the design including a cog wheel and ratchet behind
banner which is not present on some other pieces and also with a differing arrangement of the compasses, rev., engraved No 17, screwback suspension with leather backplate and sewn red rosette [nut missing], incomplete but otherwise good very fine
£25,000-30,000
117
*Gorny Badakhshan, a locally-made order or award dated 1921, in silver and enamels, multi-part wired construction, ǫǶǸǵȃǱ
ǩǨǬǨǽȀǨǵ, date 1921 on blue enamel in centre of red star, 48mm, screw-back suspension [lacking nut], with red rosette, chipped at
upper point of red star, otherwise very fine and apparently unrecorded
£6,000-8,000

118
*Order of the Red Banner of Labour of Tajikistan, in silver, red and green enamel, with Moscow kokoshnik (84 zolotniki) and marked
BXTM, multi-part construction, with screw-back suspension, unnumbered, good very fine
£18,000-22,000
This ‘Watermelon’ was awarded in 1926 to Vladimir Vasilyevich Tikhomirov, who was later to become Commandant of the Kremlin. Offered
with original bilingual award document and a photograph of the recipient.
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119
*Badge of the Red Banner of Labour of Tajikistan, in pressed bronze and red enamel, 41.2mm, two eyelets soldered to reverse
for suspension, very fine
£10,000-12,000

120
*Order of the Red Banner of Labour of the Transcaucasian Republic, in silver and red and white enamels, multi-part riveted
construction, no. 14, screw-back suspension, good very fine, in fitted case of issue
£18,000-22,000

121
*Turkestan, an Army Group presentation plaque, named to P.K. Razzhivin, 90mm x 123mm, extremely fine

£600-800

122
*Order of the Red Banner of Labour of Turkmenistan, in silver, hallmarked (with Leningrad kokoshnik), enamelled in red, white and
blue, rev., engraved no. 31, screw-back suspension with replacement bronze nut, well-worn overall, fine to good fine
£12,000-15,000

123
*Tuvan Republic, Order of the Republic of Tuva, type 1, in parcel-gilt silver and enamels, without Soviet symbols, rev., impressed
ǴǶǵǬǪǶǸ, and with engraved no. 237, screw-back suspension, central medallion re-fixed and with chips to red enamel of scroll, very
fine
£20,000-25,000

124
*Tuvan Republic, Order of the Republic of Tuva, type 2, in parcel-gilt silver and enamels, with applied hammer-and-sickle in gold,
rev., impressed ǴǶǵETNȃǱ ǬǪǶǸ in two lines, and with engraved no. 48, screw-back suspension, very minor enamel loss at top edge,
good very fine
£12,000-15,000

125
*Tuvan Republic, Order of Labour, in parcel-gilt silver and enamels, with applied hammer-and-sickle in gold, rev., impressed in two
lines ǴǶǵETNȃǱ ǬǪǶǸ, engraved no. 136 below, screw-back suspension, minor flaws to enamel and tip of sickle slightly bent, very fine
to good very fine
£12,000-15,000

126
*Tuvan Republic, Order of Labour, a very similar badge, also in parcel-gilt silver and enamels, with applied hammer-and-sickle in gold,
engraved no. 167, screw-back suspension, some flaking to red enamel, otherwise good very fine
£12,000-15,000

127
*Tuvan Republic, bronze medal for Bravery, horseman charging left, rev., plain, 32mm [excluding loop-mount], with ribboned
rectangular suspension of Soviet style, with ǴǶǵETNȃǱ ǬǪǶǸ screwplate, good very fine and very rare
£4,000-5,000

128
*A Provenanced Republican and Soviet Group, Seven:
Uzbekistan, Order of the Red Banner of Labour, type 1, in silver-gilt and enamels, no. 29, screw-back suspension;
Order of Lenin, five-sided suspension, no. 21437;
Order of the Red Banner (2), both five-sided suspension (nos. 138675 and 308207);
Order of the Patriotic War, Second Class, no. 82970;
Order of the Red Star, no. 164135;
20th Anniversary of the Red Army, 1938, medal in silver and red enamel;

some enamel loss to the Order of the Red Banner of Labour and Order of the Red Star, otherwise good very fine

£30,000-40,000

Awarded to Aleksei Nikitich Shcherbatykh and offered with photocopied service details, confirming entitlement to these awards with corresponding
numbers.

129
*Order of the Red Banner of Labour of Uzbekistan, type 2, in silver and red and white enamels, rev., hallmarked and engraved
with no. 197, screw-back suspension, with screwpost repaired but otherwise good very fine
£10,000-12,000

SOVIET AWARDS
130
*The Pair of Gold Star Medals awarded to the Patriotic War Air Ace and Hero of the Soviet Union Pyotr Afanasyevich
Pokryshev, comprising:
(i) Gold Star for First Award, type 1, with early suspension, no. 804;
(ii) Gold Star for Second Award, type 2, with later style suspension, no. II / 12;
both stars with correct mintmarked screwplates, with contact marks from frequent wear, very fine and extremely rare (2)
£120,000-150,000
Double awards of the Gold Star for Heroes of the Soviet Union were made on seventeen occasions. Of these, three pairs are believed to be held in
private hands. The lot is offered with original and photocopied documentation including:
Original newspaper cuttings and articles relating to Pokyrushev and his achievements, including a copy of ‘Red Star’ for 25 August 1943 announcing the
award of Pokryshev’s second Gold Star;
Photocopies of contemporary prikazes recording other awards made to Pokryshev, with photocopies of official award sheets giving details of the exploits
and circumstances for which these were presented;
Colour photocopies of two pages, apparently from an Order Book dated 12 May 1954, giving details of the following awards:
Double Award of the Hero of the Soviet Union (nos. 804 and 12II); Order of Lenin (no. 12669); Double Award of the Order of the Red Banner (nos.
9386, 6612); Double Award of the Order of the Red Star (nos. 22485, 2818440); Order of the Patriotic War, First Class (no. 3432); Order of Alexander
Nevsky (no. 9460); Medal for Meritorious Service in Battle (no. 1772173) and Order of the Red Banner (Third Award, no. 79743).

One of the most daring, successful and celebrated Soviet fighter aces of the Second World War, Pyotr
Afanasyevich Pokryshev was born on 24 August 1914 in the town of Golaya Pristan, located near Cherson in
the Ukraine. He enlisted with the Soviet Air Force in 1934 and graduated as a pilot from Odessa military flying
school in the following year.
Pokryshev first saw active service during the Winter War with Finland, flying Polikarpov I-153 biplanes. He
claimed his first victory on 1 December 1939, but his aircraft was also badly damaged and he had to make a
forced landing. Eighteen days later, having destroyed a Fokker D.21 over Vyborg, Pokryshev himself was once
again shot down. On this occasion he was more seriously wounded and ended up in a military hospital, but
promptly ‘escaped’ and rejoined his unit, claiming his third and final victory of the Winter War just five days later
on 23 December.
Germany declared war on Russia on 22 June 1941, when Pokryshev was serving as a First Lieutenant with 158
Fighter Wing, stationed near Leningrad. Some sources suggest that he claimed his first kill as early as June 23 (a
Heinkel He111 shot down near Pskov); he had certainly opened his account by June 25 when, flying an I-16
Ishak, he shot down an enemy Ju88 over Leningrad –the second Soviet aerial victory over the Leningrad front.
However, the I-16s were no match for the German Bf109s and in the first months of the war Soviet losses were
horrific – 1,123 aircraft were shot down between June and November of 1941. But Pokyrshev consistently
distinguished himself throughout this period while flying against superior German fighters. He was now serving
with 39 Fighter Wing, which in August 1941 accounted for half of the 213 German aircraft destroyed on the
Leningrad front that month, Pokryshev himself downing four of them.

Major Pokryshev, circa 1943,
shown wearing both awards
of the Hero of the Soviet
Union

By the end of the year, Soviet units had begun to take delivery of American Curtiss P-40 fighters, which somewhat redressed the imbalance of

materiel between the two sides. Pokryshev’s successes saw him transferred to 154 Fighter Wing - one of the first to be issued with the new
machines - with the rank of Squadron-Leader. Finally equipped with an aircraft to match his skills as a pilot, Pokryshev’s career blossomed. During
the winter of 1941-1942 he flew repeated sorties over Leningrad, guarding the crucial supply line which led across the frozen Lake Ladoga to the
besieged city. On one of these missions, Pokryshev further distinguished himself as the first Soviet pilot to shoot down the latest model of the
Messerschmitt 109 – the 109F – over Novaya Ladoga on 17 December 1941.
Four months later, Pokryshev and 154 Fighter Wing were involved in a ferocious battle over the harbour of Kronstadt, lasting from 24-25 April 1942.
The Soviets claimed to have destroyed or damaged 35 of the 165 German aircraft which took part in the mission for the loss of just five of their
own. The Luftwaffe was forced to call off further raids on the harbour. By June 1942 Pokryshev had been further promoted to Captain, with some
eleven individual victories and a further seven collective kills to his name, claimed during 211 missions and 38 combat engagements. It was for
these achievements that he received his first award of the Hero of the Soviet Union on 10 February 1943.
Pokryshev continued to serve with 154 Fighter Wing (now renamed 29 Guards Fighter Wing in recognition of the achievements of Pokryshev and
his comrades), advancing to Major by August 1942 and Guards Major by June 1943, when he took command of 159 Fighter Wing. Having
previously flown different versions of the American Curtiss P-40, Pokryshev was now allocated two new Soviet-designed aircraft in rapid succession:
29 Guards Fighter Wing’s P-40s were replaced with Yak-7Bs, while 159 Fighter Wing was equipped with La-5s. Pokryshev himself seems to have
responded to these changes with enthusiasm, marking the day of his transfer to 159 Fighter Wing by destroying two German aircraft. Further
successes followed, and on 24 August 1943 he was decorated with his second award of the Hero of the Soviet Union, having by then claimed
twenty-two solo and seven collective kills.
Shortly afterwards, however, tragedy struck. While on a training flight with another pilot, the engine of Pokryshev’s aircraft exploded into flames at
an altitude of 400 metres. The crash left Pokryshev too seriously injured to continue serving as a fighter pilot, but he remained in command of 159
Fighter Wing with the help of the celebrated designer Alexander Yakovlev, who designed a specially modified version of his Yak-9 aircraft which the
crippled Pokryshev could still control. Discrepancies between Soviet and German records make it difficult to obtain precise figures, but it has been
plausibly suggested that Pokryshev finished the war with a total of 38 individual and eight collective victories to his credit. The Yak-7B fighter which
he flew during the latter part of his service with 29 Guards Fighter Wing was preserved and displayed in the Museum of Defence in Leningrad.
After the war, Pokryshev remained in the Soviet Air Force, graduating from the General Staff Academy in 1954. He finally retired from active
service in 1961 with the rank of General Major, whereupon he took up a new role as Director of Leningrad Airport. He died on 22 August 1967.

Ex 130

132

131

133

134

131
*Order of Lenin, type 4, variation 1, platinum head with screw-back suspension, ǴǶǵǬǪǶǸ mintmark, variety with double-stepped
screwpost, no. 3444, very slight wear to enamel, extremely fine and extremely rare
£20,000-25,000
It is believed that only about 100 pieces of this variety were made.

132
*Order of the Red Banner, RSFSR issue, type 2, with screw-back suspension, ‘solid’ type reverse, hand-engraved mintmark
ǴǶǵǬǪǶǸ and no. 2758, awarded circa 1940-42, with some repairs to enamel, very fine and very rare
£25,000-30,000
133
*Order of the Red Banner, USSR issue, type 3, variation 3, with five-sided suspension; an official replacement badge with reengraved number, good very fine
£600-800
134
*Order of the Red Banner, for five awards, type 4, with five-sided suspension, no. 787, extremely fine

£20,000-30,000

The lot includes a certificate of authenticity and appraisal by Historical Research LLC (graded 9.5, out of a possible 10, for condition), and
photocopied documentation, including a photograph, relating to the recipient.

135
*Order of Suvorov, First Class, type 1, with ribboned rectangular suspension in silver, no. 9, slight tooling on reverse [caused by

removal of an unofficial side-mounted stick-pin], suspension slightly worn but the badge good very fine to extremely fine, cased
£200,000-250,000

136
*Order of Suvorov, Second Class, type 1, with ribboned rectangular suspension in silver-gilt, no. 110, very fine to good very fine
£80,000-100,000
Offered with original order book with original photograph (detached), confirming the recipient as Nikolai Aleksandrovich Obdalenkov,
Colonel, 9th Tank Brigade, who took part in the liberation of Vienna, 13 April 1945. The lot also includes a later photograph showing the
recipient wearing a screwback Order of the Red Banner, two Red Stars, the Order of Suvorov and a 20th Anniversary Medal.

137
*Order of Suvorov, Third Class, type 1, variation 1, with ribboned rectangular suspension in silver and fitted with stick-pin on
reverse, no. 772, some enamel repair and minor marks, very fine
£40,000-50,000
138
*Order of Kutuzov, Second Class, type 1, variation 2, with ribboned rectangular suspension in silver, no. 175, with unofficial retaining
pin soldered at reverse centre and some restoration to enamelwork, very fine
£40,000-50,000
139
*Order of Kutuzov, Third Class, type 1, with ribboned rectangular suspension in silver, no. 471; together with original Order Booklet
dated 13 September 1946, very fine to good very fine
£80,000-100,000
The Order Booklet, which includes a later replacement photograph, confirms the award to Valentin Mikhailovich Timchuk, also listing
subsequent awards of the Medal for Combat Service and Order of the Red Star. This badge is illustrated by McDaniel & Schmitt, p106.

140
*Order of Nakhimov, First Class, in gold, silver, synthetic rubies and blue enamel, no. 106, very minor scuffs on the Admiral’s
portrait, extremely fine
£100,000-120,000

135

136

137

138

139

140

Ex 143

141
Order of the Patriotic War, First Class, type 2, variation 2; a duplicate award with impressed no. 186266 and Ȍ below, extremely
fine
£600-800
142
Order of Glory, Third Class, a duplicate award with impressed number 164466 and Ȍ above, good very fine

£200-250

143
*A Well-Documented Order of Glory Chevalier’s Group of Four, together with other awards, comprising:
Order of Glory, First Class (no. 73);
Order of Glory, Second Class (no. 18203);
Order of Glory, Second Class (no. 1123);
Order of Glory, Third Class (no. 88616),
the last officially re-numbered, mounted as a group of four for wear, fine to very fine; together with:
Order of the October Revolution (no. 78675);
Order of the Red Banner, five-sided suspension (no. 104860);
Order of the Patriotic War, First Class, 1985 issue, (no. 473357);
Order of the Patriotic War, Second Class (no. 52932);
Order of the Red Star (no. 573140);
National and State Deputy’s Badges (2: nos. 501 and 69) and two further medals,

several Orders apparently re-numbered, very fine to extremely fine

£25,000-30,000

Offered with several Order Books relating to all the Soviet orders, the Order of the October Revolution alone, and also official documents
corresponding to the badges and medals. It should be carefully noted that some re-numbering has occurred and in particular that the number
of the Order of the Red Banner given in the Order Book is 140860 (sic).
Also included are newspaper cuttings and articles, photographs of the celebrated recipient Aleksei Stepanovich Petrukovich and other
photocopied documentation.

144
An Order of the Red Banner, Patriotic War, Red Star, Medal for Bravery and Medal for Meritorious Service in Battle
Group awarded to Nikolai Petrovich Pesnev, Seventeen:
Order of the Red Banner (531705);
Order of the Patriotic War, First Class, 1985 issue (1850076);
Order of the Red Star (1816141);
Medal for Bravery (2029734);
Medal for Meritorious Service in Battle (637255);
40th, 50th, 60th and 70th Anniversary of the Soviet Armed Forces medals;
Victory over Germany;
Capture of Königsberg;
30th and 40th Anniversary of the end of World War II Medals;
Centenary of Lenin’s Birth 1970;
Good Conduct Medals (2) for 15 and 20 years;
Veteran of the Armed Forces of the U.S.S.R.;
together with Medal for Meritorious Service in Battle, unnumbered, Medal for Heroic Work during World War II (2) and various badges
(17), mixed grades (lot)
£400-600
Offered with original order booklets, medal award cards and service and ration books.

145
*Document: An original unadopted design for an Order to be awarded for Service in the Army of the USSR, 97mm x 140mm,
extremely fine
£200-250
146
*Documents: Four artist’s pencil drawings by Plastinin, (two heightened with colour, these also signed and dated 1953) for the projected
breast badge of the Order of Stalin, all image height 50-55mm, on paper of varying sizes, generally very fine (4)
£1,200-1,500
147
*Order of Stalin, pattern breast star, in silver, silver-gilt, gilt metal and enamels, of multi-part construction, the central medallion
bearing a portrait of Stalin left on grey enamel within legend on blue enamelled inner circle, this on a white-bordered red star with rays
in angles, the whole set on gilt oak and laurel wreath, rev., numbered 00, 70mm (cf. Durov, The Order of Lenin and the Projected
£25,000-30,000
Order of Stalin, 2005, p.102), with screw-back suspension of conventional type, good extremely fine and toned
It is thought that this piece is one of a series of six trial examples with differing enamelling, numbered 00-05. This piece is stated to have been
acquired from the family of the designer.

148
*Order of Stalin, pattern breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, with central portrait left on blue enamel, within legend on white
enamelled circle, with applied red-enamelled star above and hammer-and-sickle below, 50.5mm x 37mm (cf. Durov, op. cit. p.101),
with five-sided suspension of conventional type, good extremely fine
£15,000-20,000

145 (detail)

Ex 146 (detail)

147

148

150

151

152

153

154

155

149

156

157

158

149
*Copy: Order of the Red Banner, USSR issue, type 1, an old copy of good style in partially-silvered bronze and enamels, reverse
with stamped number 30515, screw-back suspension, good very fine
£350-450
150
*Copy: Order of Suvorov, First Class, type 2, in base metal and enamels, with screw-back suspension, reverse of coarse quality,
good very fine
£400-600
151
*Copy: Order of Suvorov, Second Class, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal and red enamel, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ,
with rectangular ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, without trace of stickpin, good very fine, toned
£600-800
152
*Copy: Order of Suvorov, Third Class, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal and red enamel, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ,
£600-800
with rectangular ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, without trace of stickpin, extremely fine
153
*Copy: Order of Kutuzov, First Class, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal and enamels, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ, with
rectangular ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, slight enamel loss, and some discolouration, very fine
£1,200-1,500
154
*Copy: Order of Kutuzov, Second Class, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal and enamels, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ,
with rectangular ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, without stickpin, extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
155
*Copy: Order of Kutuzov, Third Class, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ, with rectangular
ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, without stickpin, extremely fine
£600-800
156
*Copy: Order of Alexander Nevsky, type 1, an official mint copy in base metal and enamels, reverse engraved ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ, with
rectangular ribboned suspension, screwplate with mintmark, without stickpin, extremely fine, toned
£600-800
157
*Copy: Order of Alexander Nevsky, type 2, a good quality copy in silvered bronze, brass and enamels, the reverse with a partially
erased number, screw-back suspension, extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
158
*Copy: Order of the Patriotic War, Second Class, type 2, an official mint copy in base metal and enamels, reverse engraved
ȉțmȈȜȖȘȐȧ, with screw-back suspension, extremely fine
£350-450
--------------159
Medal for Combat Service, type 2, unnumbered but reverse stamped Ȍ to indicate a duplicate award, extremely fine

£120-150

160
Various Soviet Orders, Medals and Badges, including: Order of Friendship of Peoples, no. 16106, extremely fine; Order of the Red
Banner of Labour, no. 976319; Order of the Red Star, no. 3101404; Order of the Badge of Honour, no. 949128; Order of Glory, Third
Class, no. 102958, Order of Labour Glory, no. 338659; Combat Service Medal, type 2; Medal for Valiant Labour type 2, variation 2;
Medal for Distinction in Guarding the State Border of the USSR variation 2; Medal for Valiant Labour in the Great Patriotic War; 30th
Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War 1975; Jubilee Medal for 50 years of the Soviet Militia 1967; Medal for Irreproachable
Service in the Armed Forces of the USSR (3), 20, 15 and 10 years, Medal for Irreproachable Service in the MVD for 20 years; Centenary
of Lenin’s Birth 1970; Soviet badges (5) and an impaired Mother Heroine badge with number erased; together with Imperial Medals
(2), for the Crimea War 1853-56 and the Tercentenary of the Romanovs, and a Red Cross jeton, in silver and red enamel, many very
fine (25)
£200-300
--------------161
*The International Lenin Prize for Strengthening Peace amongst Peoples, unnumbered, in gold, 27.2mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine
£3,000-5,000
The award was founded on 21 December 1949 as The International Stalin Prize for Strengthening Peace amongst Peoples and was the Soviet
equivalent to the Nobel Peace Prize, although, unlike the Nobel Prize it could be awarded to several people each year. On 6 September 1956,
following the 20th Party Congress, it was renamed the International Lenin Prize for Strengthening Peace amongst Peoples and all previous
recipients were asked to return their awards for exchange to the Lenin Prize.
The prize was awarded to many prominent world figures, including Fidel Castro, Kwame Nkrumah, Leonid Brezhnev, Indira Gandhi, Salvador
Allende, Julius Nyrere and Nelson Mandela.

161

163

162

164

165

168

167

172

169

177

THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
162
*D.D.R., Order of Karl Marx, type 1, breast badge, in gold, with red-enamelled central star, 44mm, in case of issue, with riband lapel
fitting with gold oak leaf, extremely fine and rare
£4,000-6,000
163
*D.D.R., Hero of the D.D.R., breast badge, in .333 fine gold, the central wreath set with five diamonds and the gold suspension set with
three diamonds, 35mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and extremely rare
£20,000-30,000
The title of Hero of the German Democratic Republic was bestowed on very few occasions. Recipients included Erich Honecker, Erich Mielke and
Leonid Brezhnev.

164
*D.D.R., Fatherland Order of Merit, Special Class, in .900 fine gold, with gold and red-enamelled centre, oak leaf suspension with two
diamonds set between the two branches of leaves, 50.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine and very rare
£8,000-12,000
165
*D.D.R., Deutscher National Preis, 1949, in .750 fine gold, bust of Goethe left, laurel wreath below, rev., inscription within laurel
wreath, 24.7mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£2,000-3,000
The prize medal was a prestigious award which was presented sparingly in its early years.

166
D.D.R.: A varied Collection of medals, decorations and badges (215), mainly civilian, including many Long and Faithful Service awards;
together with Bulgarian Communist issue medals (4), many extremely fine (219)
£300-400

OTHER WORLD ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS
167
*Afghanistan, Order of the Star, type 4, 1931-60, First Class breast star, in gold, with silver centre, the reverse with carefully-engraved
gold and silver scratch weights in Persian, 87mm, in case of issue, with sash
£600-800
Bestowed upon M. DE BERNARD of the Protocol Service, French Ministry of Foreign Affairs in February 1950 (SH 1328). The star is offered with
original warrant and copies of typed letters from the Afghani ambassador and his councillor.

168
*Afghanistan, Order of the Leader, type 6 (1960-73), Second Class set of insignia, probably of German manufacture, comprising sash
badge, in silver, edge stamped 925, with gold centre, 51.5mm x 35.5mm, and breast star, in silver, retaining pin stamped 925, with gold and
silver centre, 78.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with sash; together with a typed note attributing the award to Hans Heinrich von
Herwarth (2)
£600-800
169
*Argentina, Order of May for Merit, type 2, Third Class neck badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, 101.5mm (including wreath
suspension) x 64.5mm, extremely fine
£220-250
170
Argentina, Order of May for Merit, type 3, Second Class breast star, by Ghiso of Buenos Aires, in silver-gilt, with gilt and red-enamelled
centre, 78mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£150-200
171
Argentina, Order of May for Merit, type 4, Second Class breast star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and red-enamelled centre, 76.5mm,
extremely fine
£180-220
172
*Austria, uncertain decoration, early 19th century, badge in gold and enamels, in the form of a cross in red enamels, gold centre with
helmeted horseman riding left, black-enamelled crowned double-headed eagles in angles, reverse plain; the cross suspended from Imperial
Austrian Crown, 43mm (including suspension) x 27.7mm, in a contemporary leather case, extremely fine
£1,500-2,000
173
Belgium, Order of Leopold II, type 2 (1908-51), Second Class breast star, by J. Fonson of Brussels, in silver and gilt, with enamelled
centre, 89mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£200-250
174
Belgium, Order of Leopold II, type 2 (1908-51), Second Class breast star, by J. Fonson of Brussels, in silver and gilt, with enamelled
centre, 89mm, in de Greef case, extremely fine
£200-250
175
Brazil, Order of the Southern Cross, type 3 (1932-67), Grand Cross set of insignia, by La Royale of Rio de Janeiro, comprising sash
badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 104.5mm (including wreath suspension) x 74mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled
centre, 76mm, in case of issue (with handwritten note on lid), point of star slightly bent, otherwise about extremely fine, with sash (2)
£250-300

180

181

182

183

176
Brazil, Order of the Southern Cross, type 3, Second Class set of insignia, by La Royale of Rio de Janeiro, comprising neck badge, in
silver-gilt and enamels, 86.5mm (including wreath suspension) x 63mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 78mm, in
case of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine (2)
£120-150
177
*Bulgaria, Royal Ladies’ Decoration of King Ferdinand and Queen Eleonora (1908-17), in the form of a crowned FE cypher in gold
set within diamonds, 38.2mm x 20.5mm, with pin-back suspension and mounted on bow for wearing, extremely fine and rare
£2,800-3,200
178
Chile, Order of Merit, post-1929 issue, Grand Cross set of insignia, by E. Hours of Santiago, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt, with
white enamelled centre, 65mm (including condor suspension) x 47 mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with enamelled centre, 78mm, in
case of issue, extremely fine, with sash and related lapel fitting (2)
£250-300
179
Chile, Order of Merit, post-1929 issue, Grand Cross set of insignia, by E. Hours of Santiago, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt, with
white enamelled centre, 65mm (including condor suspension) x 47mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with enamelled centre, 78mm, in case
of issue (this slightly damaged), extremely fine, with sash and related lapel fitting (2)
£250-300
180
*China, People’s Republic, Honoured Railway Workers Medal, 1954, in bronze and enamels (reverse impressed 137), 40mm x
33mm, good very fine
£120-150
181
*Egypt, Order of the Nile, type 2 (1923-53), Grand Cross set of insignia, by Tewfik Bichay of Cairo, comprising sash badge, 90mm
(including suspension) x 62mm, and breast star, 92.5mm, both in silver and gilt, with gilt and enamelled centres, in case of issue,
extremely fine, with sash (2)
£500-700
182
*Ethiopia, Order of Menelik II, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Lemaître of Paris, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels,
71.5mm (including crown suspension) x 48.5mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre, 83 x 81mm, in case of

issue, with notes on and attached to lid including attribution to “H.E. MR. HANS HEINRICH VON HERWARTH, MINISTER OF STATE CHIEF OF THE
extremely fine, with sash and related lapel fitting (2)
£350-400

PRESIDENT’S OFFICE”,

183
*Ethiopia, Order of the Star, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Arthus Bertrand of Paris, comprising sash badge, 102mm (including
suspension) x 81.5mm, and breast star, 79mm, both in silver-gilt, in case of issue, with label on lid inscribed “S. EXC. MR VIKELOS G. CORDON
ETOILE” extremely fine, with sash and related lapel fitting (2)
£300-400
184
*Ethiopia, Order of the Star, Second Class set of insignia, of Ethiopian manufacture circa 1900, comprising neck badge, 108.5mm
(including crown suspension) x 70.5mm, and breast star, 70.5mm, in bronze-gilt, one bead on lower point of badge lacking, good very
fine, an unusually early example of this insignia, with original neck riband (2)
£250-300
Bestowed upon HIS EXCELLENCY MUSTAFA FEHMY PASHA (1840-1914), Prime Minister of Egypt between 1891 and 1908.
Ex Sotheby’s Summers Place, 25-26 June 1997, lot 469.

185
Finland, Cross of Liberty 1941, Third Class breast badge with Swords, in black and gilt bronze, with bronze-gilt swords, 39mm,
extremely fine; together with other world medals (10), comprising; Austria (2), Small Silver Bravery Medal 1866-1917; Golden Jubilee
Medal 1898; France, Médaille d’Honneur des Services Bénévoles, in bronze-gilt; Germany, Third Reich (3), West Wall Medal 1939, DRL
Sports badge, Third Class, in bronze; Reichsparteitag 1935, bronzed zinc badge; Federal Republic, City of Nuremberg Merit medal;
Great Britain (2), Army Temperance Association, Victoria Memorial; Visit to Ireland commemorative 1900, by E. Johnson, in bronze-gilt;
Iraq, Coronation of Faisal II 1953, in silver; Japan, Red Cross Membership medal, in silver, and Military Next of Kin medal, in silver,
24mm, this with original purple cord and pin suspension, many very fine (11)
£180-220
186
France, Légion d’Honneur, Fourth Republic, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 82.5mm (including wreath
suspension) x 56.3mm, reverse chipped, very fine; Fifth Republic, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 92mm, (including
wreath suspension) x 61mm, minor reverse chip, good very fine; together with Third Republic, Knight’s breast badge, and Great Britain,
Coronation 1911, these mounted on riband bar with additional ribands for the Bavarian Order of St. Michael and the Turkish Order of the
Medjidjie, badge chipped and only fine, medal good very fine (4)
£200-300
187
France, China Medal 1900-01, with clasp Chine 1900-01, good very fine; and Germany, China medal 1900-01, Combatant issue,
no clasp, good extremely fine (2)
£120-150
188
Gabon, National Order of Merit, Third Class neck badge, by Arthus Bertrand of Paris in silver-gilt and enamels, 70.5mm x 54mm, in
case of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine
£120-150

184
190

193

192

196

200

201

202

189
Germany, Bavaria, Military Merit Medal, Great War issue, in silvered bronze, 33mm, extremely fine; Great War Machine Gunner’s
badge, in cloth, mounted on Junker zinc backing, slight damage to edge of cloth, very fine; together with miscellaneous medals, badges
etc. (21), Imperial Germany-Third Reich, many fine (23)
£150-200
190
*Germany, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Silver Merit Medal, Adolf Friedrich VI issue (1915-18), 30mm, very fine and rare

£200-300

191
Germany, Prussia, Order of the Red Eagle, Fourth Class breast badge, R impressed in angle of cross, in silver, with enamelled centre,
38.4mm, very fine
£100-120
192
*Germany, Prussia, Iron Cross 1813, Second Class, 39.8mm, iron cracked, very fine and scarce

£700-900

193
*Germany, Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld, Order of St. Joachim, miniature badge, in gold and enamels, 24mm (including helmet
suspension) x 16.5mm, one limb of cross chipped, very fine and rare
£200-300
194
Germany, Saxe-Weimar, a mounted group of three: Order of the White Falcon, silver Merit Cross, 1902-18 issue, MONTENEGRO, silver
Merit Cross, in silver and enamels, RUSSIA, small silver Zeal Medal, in nickel, mounted for wearing, second chipped and with reverse centre
lacking, fine or better (3)
£180-220
195
Germany, Saxony, Order of Civil Merit, Second Class Knight’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, 35mm, reverse centre lacking and
replaced with silver disc, very fine
£100-150
196
*Germany, Schwarzburg-Sonderhausen, Arts and Science Medal 1898-1918, in silver, 31mm, extremely fine and very rare [only
28 medals awarded]
£500-700
Ex Eric Ludvigsen Collection, Andreas Thies, 22 April 2005, lot 1317.

197
German Imperial, a Great War mounted group of four: Iron Cross 1914, PRUSSIA, Red Cross Medal, Third Class, in bronze-gilt, BAVARIA,
Order of Military Merit with Swords, in silver, gilt and enamels, HAMBURG, Hanseatic Cross, in silver and red enamel, mounted for wearing,
very fine or better; together with a riband bar with clasp [but no medals] representing Iron Cross, Franco-Prussian War Medal and South
West Africa Campaign Medal, this with clasp Toasis, very fine; and Bavaria, miniature Military Merit Medal in silver-gilt, 16mm, mounted
on stickpin, with riband, extremely fine (lot)
£200-300
198
German Imperial, a Great War mounted group of four: Iron Cross 1914, WÜRTTEMBERG, Golden Military Merit Medal, in silver-gilt,
BAVARIA, Military Merit Cross, Third Class, with swords, WÜRTTEMBERG, Military Veteran’s League badge, mounted for wearing, good very
fine; Austria, miscellaneous medals (8), comprising; large Silver, small silver and bronze Bravery medals, all 1866-1917 issue; bronze
Military Medal, Franz Joseph issue; 1898 and 1908 Jubilees, General Campaign 1873 and a miniature Long Service Cross for 12 years;
Serbia, Milosh Obilich Gold Medal, in bronze-gilt; 1912 War commemorative; and Malaysia, Perak, Pingat Penchormatan Guru, many
very fine (15)
£180-220
199
Greece, Order of the Phoenix, pre-1949 issue, Second Class breast star, by Spink and Son Ltd., in silver, with gilt phoenix and crown,
88mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with related lapel fitting
£200-250
200
*Haiti, National Order of Honour and Merit, Third Class neck badge, by Arthus Bertrand of Paris, in silver-gilt and enamels, 55mm, in
case of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine
£200-300
201
*Iceland, Order of the White Falcon, Type 2 (since 1944), Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 73mm (including
suspension) x 44mm, centre slightly chipped, good very fine
£450-500
202
*India, The Star of Merit of Sourindro Mohun Tagore, breast star, early 20th century, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre,
60mm, good very fine
£200-300
203
Italy, Order of the Crown, Second Class breast star, by E. Gardino of Rome, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, 75mm, in case for a full
Second Class set of insignia, extremely fine; together with France, Légion d’Honneur, Third Republic issue, Knight’s breast badge, by Arthus
Bertrand of Paris, in silver, gilt and enamels, 55mm (including wreath suspension) x 42mm, in case of issue, extremely fine (2)
£120-150

204

208

209

211

206

210

204
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George, Bailiff of Justice’s sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels,
with trophy of arms suspension and St. George and the Dragon pendant, 150mm (including suspension and pendant) x 50mm, good very
fine
£300-350
205
Italy, Two Sicilies, Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George, Grand Cross sash badge, in gilt and red enamel, 78mm,
extremely fine
£120-150
206
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George, Grand Cross breast star, by Tafani and Bertarelli of Rome,
in silver-gilt, with red enamelled centre, 88mm, extremely fine
£300-400
207
Italy, Two Sicilies, Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George, Commander’s neck badge, by Casazza of Rome, in gilt and
red enamel, 47mm, in case of issue, good very fine
£120-150
208
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Order of Francis I, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 83mm x 52.5mm, obverse motto
chipped, good very fine
£300-500
209
*Japan, Order of the Golden Kite, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, 50mm x 46mm, good very fine

£200-300

210
*Japan, Order of the Rising Sun, Second Class breast star, reverse stamped in four seal script characters ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, in
silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 89mm, in lacquered case of issue for Second Class set of insignia, extremely fine
£600-800
211
*Japan, Order of the Sacred Treasure, Second Class breast star, reverse stamped in four seal script characters “Order of Merit
Decoration”, in silver, gilt and enamels, 75mm, in lacquered case of issue, this cracked to left of hinge, extremely fine, with related lapel
fitting
£600-800
212
Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah III bin Salim al-Sabah Memorial 1977, breast star, probably by Bertoni of Milan, in gilt and green enamel,
70mm, extremely fine
£120-150
213
*Liberia, Order of the Star of Africa, Second Class set of insignia, comprising neck badge, 92mm (including wreath suspension) x
55mm, and breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, 73mm, both chipped, very fine (2)
£400-450
214
Madagascar, Order of National Merit, type 3, breast star, in silver and gilt, 89.5mm, locally-made and of crude style, good very fine
£120-150
215
*Malta, Order of Malta, small-sized breast badge, in gold and white enamel, with knotted scarf suspension, 33.5mm (including
suspension) x 24mm, enamel pitted in places, very fine
£250-300
216
*Malta, Order of Malta, miniature badge, in gold and white enamel, 28mm (including crown suspension) x 15mm, chipped in places,
very fine
£150-200
217
*Malta, Order of Malta, miniature badge, probably of mid 19th century manufacture, in gold and white enamel, 29.5mm (including
crown suspension) x 15.3mm, chipped, about very fine
£100-150
218
*Malta, Order of Malta, miniature badge, suspension ring with uncertain marks, with triple leaf suspension, 19mm (including
suspension) x 14.5mm, minor chips, very fine
£120-150
219
Malta, Order of Malta, miniature badges (3), in gold and white enamel, two with Trophy of Arms suspension, 20 x 7.5mm and 15.5 x
5mm (both including suspensions), the other with arms on triple loop suspension, 23mm (including suspension) x 7.5mm, generally very
fine (3)
£200-250
220
*Manchukuo, Order of the Auspicious Clouds, Third Class neck badge, reverse of orchid suspension stamped in four seal script
characters ‘Order of Merit Decoration’, in silver-gilt and enamels, 95mm (including orchid suspension) x 62mm, centre chipped and reverse
scratched, about very fine
£400-600
221
Mexico, Order of the Aztec Eagle, Third Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, 61.7mm, in case of issue, extremely fine

£250-280

213

222

215

216

217

218

220

222
*Nepal, Order of Tri Shakti Patta, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, 65mm, and breast
star, in silver, with silver, gilt and enamelled centre, 81mm, centre of star chipped, very fine, with sash (2)
£280-320
223
*Nepal, Order of Gorkha-Dakshina Bahu, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in gold, 58mm, and breast star, in gold,
silver and red enamel, 74mm, centre of star loose, good very fine, with sash (2)
£450-500
224
Nepal, a mounted group of four: Decoration of Nepal 1966, Aide-de-Camp Service medal 1966, Police Medal for Meritorious Service 1965,
and Public Service Medal 1977, generally very fine (4)
£60-80
225
Peru, Order of the Sun, Grand Cross set of insignia, by the Lima mint, comprising sash badge, 87mm (including wreath suspension) x
57mm, and breast star, 77mm, in silver-gilt and enamels, in case of issue (with handwritten note on lid), with related miniature, lapel
fitment and sash, extremely fine (lot)
£250-300
226
Poland, Order of Polonia Restituta, Second Class set of insignia, comprising, neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 56mm and breast
star, reverse stamped with W and hallmark, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 75.5mm, in separate cases of issue, extremely fine (2)
£180-220
227
*Romania, Order of the Star, Military Division, 1877-1938 issue, Third Class neck badge, with surmounted crossed swords for Wartime
Merit, in silver-gilt and enamels, 105mm (including crown suspension) x 64.3mm, minor enamel damage to cross, very fine
£150-200
228
Romania, Order of the Crown, type 1 (1881-1932), Third Class neck badge, by Resch and Sons of Bucharest, suspension ring stamped
ARG. JRF, in silver-gilt and enamels, 60.5mm; type 2 (1932-47), Third Class neck badge, by Resch and Sons of Bucharest, suspension ring
with Romanian hallmarks, in silver-gilt and enamels, 46.5mm, generally good very fine (2)
£180-220
229
*Romania, Order of the Crown, Ferdinand I issue (1914-27), Grand Cross set of insignia, by Joseph Resch and Sons of Bucharest,
comprising sash badge, suspension ring stamped ARG. JRF, in silver-gilt and enamels, with central silver crown, 70mm, and breast star,
retaining pin stamped ARG., in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and silver crown, 91mm, in case of issue, with crowned monogram of
King Ferdinand on lid, extremely fine, with sash (2)
£350-400
230
Romania, Order of the Crown, Ferdinand I issue, Second Class set of insignia, by Lemaître of Paris, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt
and enamels, 61mm, and breast star, with gilt and enamelled centre, 78mm, in case of issue, with crowned monogram of King Ferdinand
on lid, motto of star chipped, good very fine (2)
£200-300
231
Romania, Order of the Crown, Carol II issue (1932-40), Grand Cross set of insignia, by Heinrich Weiss of Bucharest, comprising sash
badge, suspension ring stamped with 243, HW and crown hallmark with L II below, 61.5mm, and breast star, retaining pin stamped HW and
186, in silver, with gilt and enamel centre, 70mm, in case of issue with monogram of Carol II on lid, star lacking centre of reverse,
otherwise good very fine, with sash (2)
£200-300
232
*Serbia, Order of St. Sava, post-1914 type, with Saint wearing green robes, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Huguenin Frères & Co. of Le
Locle, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 82.5mm (including crown suspension) x 50.5mm, and breast star, in jewel cut
silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, retaining pin with fineness stamp, 92.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with sash (2) £600-800
233
*Serbia, Order of St. Sava, post-1914 type, with Saint wearing green robes, Second Class set of insignia, by Huguenin Frères & Co. of
Le Locle, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 84.5mm (including crown suspension) x 51mm, and breast star, in jewel cut
silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 78mm, extremely fine (2)
£400-600
234
Serbia, Order of St. Sava, post-1914 type, Second Class neck badge, probably by Huguenin Frères & Co. and similar to the last, in
silver-gilt and enamels, 84mm (including crown suspension) x 51.5mm, extremely fine
£200-250
235
Spain, Military Order of St. Ferdinand, early 19th century, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, 21mm, with gold riband bar,
obverse centre lacking, about very fine
£120-150
236
Spain, Order of St. Hermenegildo, Juan Carlos I issue, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Joachin Laz of Madrid, comprising sash badge,
in silver-gilt and enamels, 53mm (including crown suspension) x 38.5mm, and breast star, 64mm, in case of issue, with miniature breast
star, related riband badge and sash, extremely fine (2)
£250-280

223

227

229

232

233

239

243

244

237
Spain (?), Order of Merit, in silver and enamels, the centre with crossed sword and fasces, AL MERITO above, reverse with enamelled
centre bearing a crowned GC monogram, 64mm, extremely fine
£60-80
238
Spanish Morocco, Order of Mehdauia, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver and enamels, 40mm, reverse plate lacking, otherwise good
very fine, with sash
£200-250
239
*Sudan, Order of the Republic, type 1 (1961-69), Second Class set of insignia, by Garrard and Co., comprising neck badge, 86mm
(including suspension) x 61mm, and breast star, 96mm, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and enamelled points of inner rays, in
case of issue, one point of badge lacking enamel, otherwise about extremely fine (2)
£300-350
240
*Surinam, Combined Order of the Golden Star and the Palm, collar and badge, by Agen B.V. of Delft, the silver-gilt collar of 28
links comprising alternate stars and letter S’s on a bowed riband, with large silver-gilt and enamelled collar badge in the form of the
supported arms of Surinam, 112mm x 98mm, the set in fitted case of issue, extremely fine and extremely rare (2)
£1,500-2,000
See reduced illustration on inside back cover.

241
Sweden, Order of the North Star, First Class Commander’s breast star, by G. F. Carlman, in silver, 74mm, in case of issue, extremely
fine
£150-180
242
Sweden, Order of Vasa, First Class Commander’s breast star, by G. F. Carlman, in silver, 73.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with
related lapel fitting
£150-180
243
*Thailand, Order of the Crown, type 2, Grand Cross (Special Grade) set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver and enamels, the
silver centre jewel-cut, 92mm x 57mm, and breast star, in silver and enamels, the centre diamond-set, with gilt reverse centre and gold
retaining pin (this with water-pot hallmark on reverse), 90mm, in case of issue, lacking the tops of two trident devices of the star, otherwise
good very fine and toned, with sash (2)
£700-900
244
*Thailand, Order of the White Elephant, Grand Cross (Special Grade) set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver, gilt and
enamels, 136mm x 72mm, and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, 91.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with related lapel fitment
and sash (2)
£600-800
245
Tunisia, Order of Nichan Iftikhar, Mohammed es Sadok issue, Fourth Class breast badge, of French manufacture, in silver and
enamels, 71.5mm (including suspension) x 51.5mm; Germany, Iron Cross 1914, Second Class breast badge, by Wilm of Berlin, with
suspension ring stamped WILM, in silver and iron, 42.2mm; Poland, Order of Polonia Restituta, People’s Republic issue, Fourth Class
breast badge; Cross of Merit, First Class, People’s Republic issue, type IV, generally good very fine (4)
£150-200
246
Venezuela, Order of Francisco de Miranda, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Disven Hecha, Venezuela, sash badge, 57.5mm x 39.5mm, and
breast star, 80mm, both in silver-gilt, with red-enamelled centres, in case of issue, extremely fine, with related lapel fitments (2)
£250-300
247
Venezuela, Order of Andres Bello, Second Class set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, 41mm, and breast
star, in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre, 76mm, in case of issue, extremely fine (2)
£180-220
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BRITISH CAMPAIGN AND SERVICE MEDALS
248
*Naval General Service 1793-1840, 1 clasp, Syria, (Geo. Cook), very fine

£400-500

The Syria roll records two men of this name - one a Landsman aboard H.M.S. Revenge and the other a Boy aboard H.M.S. Castor.
249
St. Jean d’Acre 1840, in silver, contact wear, good fine

£150-200

250
St. Jean d’Acre 1840, in bronze, edge bruise, very fine

£100-120

251
St. Jean d’Acre 1840, in bronze, almost very fine

£80-100

252
St. Jean d’Acre 1840, in bronze (2), fine or better (2)

£120-150

253
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 1 clasp, Corunna (J. Blair, 1st Foot Guards), edge bruise, good very fine

£600-800

Roll confirms; ex G.W. Harris Collection, Sotheby’s, 28 June 1984, lot 5.
254
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 2 clasps, Pyrenees, Toulouse (Thos. Findley, Deputy Purveyor), one or two minor rim
bruises, good very fine
£1,200-1,500
Roll confirms (Medical Department); ex Gaskell Collection, 1911.
THOMAS FINDLEY was born on 9 January 1778, was appointed Deputy Purveyor 10 March 1814, retired on half pay 25 October 1814 and
died in 1867.
255
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 9 clasps, Talavera, Busaco, Fuentes d’Onor, Ciudad Rodrigo, Salamanca, Vittoria, St. Sebastian,
Nivelle, Nive (J. Bennett, Serjt. 3rd Foot Gds.), some edge bruises and marks in fields, good very fine
£2,500-3,000
Roll confirms.
256
Punjab 1848-49, 2 clasps, Mooltan, Goojerat (J. Mahoney, 1st Bn. 60th R. Rif), considerable contact wear, fine

£280-320

257
South Africa 1853 (W. Grierson. Sappers & Miners), suspension re-fixed and with some rim damage, about very fine

£220-250

Roll confirms; served in the Second and Third Kaffir Wars.

258
Baltic 1854, unnamed as issued, extremely fine and toned

£150-200

Sold with old handwritten card slip inscribed Baltic Medal 1854 and 5 to Edward Mutton. Borned (sic) Feb 28 1838. Killed at China June 25 1859.
EDWARD MUTTON WAS born in Margate and was an Able Bodied Seaman aboard H.M.S. Chesapeake. He was killed in action at Peiho Forts, 25 June 1859.

259
Baltic 1854 (engraved in capitals J. Longly, H.M.S. Duke of Wellington), edge bruise, good very fine

£140-160

260
Crimea 1854-56, no clasp; another, 1 clasp, Sebastopol, both unnamed as issued, first with edge bruises, about very fine, second better (2)
£150-180
261
Crimea 1854-56, 1 clasp, Sebastopol, unnamed as issued, contact marks, very fine
262
Crimea 1854-56, 1 clasp, Sebastopol (depot impressed Pflieger au 52 L), considerable contact wear, good fine

£80-100

£120-150

248

254

253

Ex 266

255

273

272

276

278

263
Crimea 1854-56, 2 clasps, Balaklava, Sebastopol (engraved in capitals 430[….Will]iam Melliush. Royal Ma[rin]es), about fine;
Turkish Crimea, Sardinian issue, obverse scratched, good fine; and later medals, comprising: Khedive’s Stars (2), 1882, 1884-6, good fine
to very fine; India General Service 1936-39 (5825869 Dmr. R. Rushbrooke. Suff. R.), clasp and suspension bar lacking; U.N. Korea;
Efficiency Medal, George VI type 2 (6400573 Cfn. E. D. Ellis. R.E.M.E.), fine and better; Silver Jubilee 1935, extremely fine (8)
£180-220
264
Crimea 1854-56, 3 clasps, Alma, Inkermann, Sebastopol (officially impressed S. Clegg. 38th Regt.), very fine

£280-320

‡265
Crimea Group awarded to Garrison Sergeant-Major Joseph Thomas Mayor, late 86th Foot and Royal Navy, Three: Crimea
1854-56, 1 clasp, Sebastopol, unnamed as issued, Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria type 3 (engraved in caps. Garrison
Serjt. Major. J.T. Mayor, Staff of the Army), Turkish Crimea, Sardinian issue, unnamed as issued, very fine or slightly better (3)
£300-400
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal recommended by G.O.C. Cape of Good Hope 24 November 1875.
JOSEPH THOMAS MAYOR was born in Southampton 23 January 1830 and entered the Royal Navy as an Able Bodied Seaman 17 November 1853.
During the Crimean War he served with the Naval Brigade aboard H.M.S. Diamond. He left the Navy 8 October 1857 and the following March
joined the 86th Regiment with which he served until July 1873. On 28 July 1873 he was made Garrison Sergeant-Major at Cape Town. He was
discharged 6 July 1875 and spent his retirement at Queenstown, Cape Colony. (Offered with a quantity of photocopied research).

266
*Crimea Group awarded to Lieutenant-General Charles Baring, Coldstream Guards, the only Coldstream Guards Officer
wounded at the Battle of Alma, Four: Crimea 1854-56, 2 clasps, Alma, Sebastopol (engraved in capitals Captn. Charles Baring. Coldm.
Guards.), Turkish Crimea, Sardinian issue, unnamed as issued, France, Légion d’Honneur, Knight’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, with
silver and gold centre, Turkey, Order of the Medjidie, Fifth Class breast badge, by Krètly of Paris, in silver, with silver, gold and red enamelled
centre and gold and red enamel suspension, third chipped and with centre depressed, fine, others very fine or better (4)
£2,800-3,200
Légion d’Honneur: London Gazette: 1 May 1857; Order of the Medjidie: London Gazette: 2 March 1858.
CHARLES BARING was born in London 26 June 1829; his mother was sister of the 7th Earl of
Cardigan who led the Charge of the Light Brigade. He was educated at Eton and joined the
Coldstream Guards as Ensign and Lieutenant by purchase 2 July 1847; he became Lieutenant
and Captain by purchase 29 April 1853. He was instructed at the School of Musketry at Hythe
on the new Minie rifle and he joined his battalion in 1854 on the way to the Crimea at Malta,
being employed as Battalion instructor on the new weapon. At the battle of the Alma, 20
September 1854, he was severely wounded by round shot, which shattered his left arm. In
Orlando Norrie’s painting of the Coldstream Guards at the Battle of Alma, which now hangs at
the National Army Museum, he appears as the bearded officer on the ground, wounded.
Baring was invalided home in December 1854 and on 12th of the month he was Mentioned in
Despatches and made a Brevet Major. On 18 May 1855 he was among those presented with
their Crimea Medals by Queen Victoria on Horse Guards Parade. He returned to the Crimea in
June 1855 where he took part in the siege of Sebastopol but was invalided back to England
due to fever in the autumn of that year. He became Lieutenant-Colonel by purchase 21
December 1855. On 2 September 1868 he became Colonel in command of the 2nd Battalion
and retired on half-pay 13 August 1872. He was made Major-General 25 August 1878 and
Honorary Lieutenant-General 1 July 1881.
He was an avid yachtsman, was one of the original council members of the Yacht Racing
Association and also a member of the Royal Yacht Squadron. He died at Wilton Place, London,
7 February 1890.
The lot is offered with an original Vanity Fair print of General Baring dated 14 April 1883,
framed and glazed, a genuine Crimea medal with the clasps Alma, Inkermann, Sebastopol but
with later (modern) naming, and a bound folder containing a large quantity of mainly
photocopied research.

‡267
India General Service, 1854-95, 1 clasp, Northwest Frontier (423 Pte. J. Coe. 3 Bn. Rif. Bde.), very fine

£250-280

Clasp awarded for Colonel A.F. MacDonnell’s campaign against the Mohmands December 1863-January 1864. Also entitled to Indian Mutiny Medal,
1 clasp Lucknow.
JOSEPH ABRAHAM COE was born in Leicester in 1836 and enlisted in the Third Battalion Rifle Brigade in March 1855. He served in India for eleven and
a half years and was invalided out of the service on 18 January 1873 due to hepatitis and epilepsy. He died in Leicester in September 1908.
Offered with photocopied research, including discharge papers and 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade roll for the North West Frontier clasp.

268
India General Service 1854-95, 1 clasp, Waziristan 1894-95, in bronze (Cook Buta 20th Bl. Infy.), very fine

£100-120

269
Indian Mutiny 1857-58, no clasp (2932 Thos, McAuliffe H.Ms. 27th Regt.), contact marks, about very fine

£180-220

270
Indian Mutiny, 1 clasp, Delhi (impressed Rifleman Poorun Kwas Sirmoor Rifle Battn), minor edge bruises, very fine

£220-250

‡271
Indian Mutiny, Boer War and Great War Family Group:
Deputy Commissary and Honourable Captain Patrick Devitt(e), Indian Mutiny 1857-58, 1 clasp, Central India (Serjt. P. Devitt,
Sappers & Miners), obverse scratched, very fine;
Private Charles Sidney Devitte, Devon Regiment, Pair: Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 2 clasps, Elandslaagte, Transvaal (4701
Pte. H.C. De Vitte, Devon: Regt.), King’s South Africa 1901-02, 2 clasp (4701 Pte. H. C. Devitte, Devon Regt.), both with light

obverse scratches, very fine;
Lance-Corporal Hilton Charles Devitte, 1/4 Battalion Devon Regiment, late 2/5th Battalion, Three, 1914-15 Star, British War
and Victory Medals (2304 Pte. H. C. Devitte. Devon R.), good very fine (6)
£600-800
PATRICK DEVITT(E) was born 1838 in Ireland, he served with the Bombay Sappers and Miners, Bombay Public Works Department as a Conductor and
with the Commissary Department. He was given the honorary rank of Deputy Commissary and Captain on his retirement 31 August 1884 (London
Gazette: 20 January 1885). He died at Devonport 22 February 1908.
CHARLES SYDNEY DEVITTE (son of Patrick Devitte) was born at Poona 6 June 1878. During the Boer War he served with both 2nd and 1st Battalions
Devon Regiment. He suffered a gunshot wound to the thigh at Elandslaagte. He died at Devonport 23 January 1913.
HILTON CHARLES DEVITTE was born Plymouth 1897. He attested underage on 1 September 1914 and joined 2/5 Battalion Devon Regiment, serving in
Egypt from 5 September 1915; on its disbandment in June 1916 he transferred to 1/4 Battalion, serving in Basra from June 1916 with the 37th
Indian Brigade, at Amara for the Tigris defences from February 1917-30 October 1918 and Baquaba, North East of Baghdad from 31 October 1918.
He was severely wounded with a gunshot wound causing a fractured tibia 7 February 1917 and was admitted to the 23rd British Stationary Hospital,
Baquaba and from there to Baghdad. He was discharged when the battalion was disembodied on 1 January 1920. He died 3 May 1971. (The lot is
offered with a substantial quantity of photocopied research, including photographs of Charles Sydney Devitte).

272
*Second New Zealand War 1860-66, undated reverse (106 Tho. Tucker, 40th Foot), collector’s number ‘15’ inked on obverse,
otherwise very fine
£250-300

273
*Abyssinia 1868 (124 Trumpr. J. Brewster 21st Brigde. R. A.), almost extremely fine and toned

274
Canada General Service 1866-70, clasp lacking (Pte. J. S. Shelton Bruce Battalion), good very fine

£250-300

£80-100

Not on the 32nd Bruce Battalion roll of 14 September 1866 (all of whom were entitled to the clasp Fenian Raid 1866).

275
Ashanti 1873-74, no clasp (Surgeon J. A. J. O’Brien M.D. 1873-74), edge bruise, very fine

£350-400

276
*A South Africa and Egypt Long Service Group, awarded to Sergeant J. Fitzgerald, Medical Service Corps, late Army Hospital
Corps, Three: South Africa 1877-79, no clasp (3326 Pte. J. Fitzgerald A.H.C.), Egypt 1882-89, reverse undated, 1 clasp, Suakin 1885 (Corp.
M.S. Corps), Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, (engraved Sgt. M.S.C.), last two with star wear, generally very fine (3) £350-400
Ex A.N.S. Collection Part 2, Morton & Eden, 25-26 October 2006, lot 866.
Roll confirms South Africa medal.

277
Kabul to Kandahar Star 1880 (Sepoy Run Sing Goorung 4th Goorkha Regt.), very fine

£150-180

‡278
*Bechuanaland and Defence of Kimberley Group awarded to Detective Head Constable Francis Joseph Henley, Cape Police,
Five: Cape of Good Hope General Service 1880-97, 1 clasp, Bechuanaland (231 Pte. F. J. Henley. C. Pol.), Queen’s South Africa 18991902, 2 clasps, Defence of Kimberley, Orange Free State (231 Corpl: F. J. Henley. Cape Police), King’s South Africa 1901-02, 2 clasps
(Serjt.), South Africa Police Good Service Medal type 1, 1923-32 (No 525 (F) Det/Head Const. F. J. Henley), Kimberley Star, with A
hallmark for 1900, unnamed as issued, second clasp to Q.S.A. unofficially added, good very fine or slightly better (5)
£600-800
FRANCIS JOSEPH HENLEY was born in London 25 April 1877. He was educated at the
Stationer’s School and was employed as a clerk in a shipping brokerage firm.
On 21 April 1897 he arrived in South Africa, joining the Cape Police as a 3rd Class Private.
He was posted to Kuruman in British Bechuanaland where he was involved in dealing
with the rinderpest outbreak and unrest; for this he was later to receive the Cape of
Good Hope General Service Medal. During the Boer War he took part in the Defence of
Kimberley where the Cape Police took substantial casualties and on 6 December 1899,
during the siege he was promoted to Corporal. After the siege was lifted in February
1900 he was sent to General Warren’s column in Griqualand West where he remained
for the remainder of hostilities, chiefly engaged in field intelligence work and dispatch
riding. On May 20 he was invalided sick to Kimberley and on recovery went on six month
leave to England; during this period he was promoted to 2nd Class Sergeant.
On 18 May 1904 he took his discharge as a time-expired man. He travelled to South
America and the West Indies. On his return he decided to move north to the Transvaal
where on 13 March 1906 he joined the Transvaal Town Police as a Foot Constable. On 1
October 1908 he transferred to CID Johannesburg as a plain clothes Detective
Probationer and became a 3rd Class Detective in 1912.
In 1913 he became Secretary of the Witwatersrand Provident Fund designed to aid
police officers and their families and by 1920 75% of the force had joined. During the
Great War Henley joined the Provost Marshal’s staff, Pretoria. He became 1st Class
Detective 1 October 1919 and the following year was promoted Detective Head
Constable and transferred to District 42 of the Kimberley CID. He was commended a
number of times in General Orders but his proudest commendation was issued on 24
January 1924 for proving the innocence of a native who had already received 10 lashes
and served 2 years of a 15 year sentence for rape and robbery. The native subsequently
received a free pardon.
In addition to his official duties, Henley was also Johannesburg correspondent of the Nongqai, the official South African services magazine, for 15
years. He was presented with the South Africa Police Faithful Service Medal 8 December 1925. He retired 31 January 1928 and took up an
appointment as Inspector for the Children’s Aid Society.
The lot is offered with a silver cigarette case hallmarked Birmingham 1901 and engraved with Henley’s name, 3 original photographs, a quantity of
photocopied research, a number of articles from the Nongqai, and a copy of JOMSA July-August 2009 with a detailed article on Henley.

279
Egypt 1882-89, reverse dated 1882, no clasp (W. Snow A.B. H.M.S. Don), star wear, very fine

£100-150

50 medals awarded to the ship.

‡280
Egypt Pair awarded to Corporal G. H. Weaver, 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade, Egypt 1882-89, reverse undated, 1 clasp, Suakin 1885
(Pte. G. H. Weaver. 3rd Bn. Rifle Brigade), Khedive’s Star 1884-6, first with light star wear, very fine (2)
£200-250
Also entitled to Silver War Badge (105812).
CORPORAL WEAVER enlisted 13 September 1884, promoted to Corporal 9 July 1886. He was discharged by purchase 7 September 1887. He reenlisted 21 November 1914 and was discharged due to age 1 September 1918. (Offered with photocopied research).

281
Egypt Trio awarded to Private George Gill, Royal Marine Light Infantry, Three: Egypt 1882-89, reverse undated, 2 clasps, Suakin
1885, Tofrek (G. Gill, Pte. R.M.L.I.), Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria (Geo. Gill, Pte. No. 2741, Plymouth R.M.L.I),
Khedive’s Star 1884-6, very fine (3)
£300-400

282
Egypt 1882-89, reverse undated, 1 clasp, Toski 1889, unnamed as issued to Egyptian troops; with Queen’s South Africa, no clasp, reverse
with ‘ghost dates’ (2665 Shg. Sth. J. Scott. 68th Bty. R.G.A.), Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, George V, type 2 (K. 9882 E.
J. Crudge. L. Sto. H.M.S. Vivid), and Pakistan, Istar-i-Herb, AH 1385 (1965) (6253971 Sig Fazal Dad Signals), generally very fine (4)
£220-250

283
Khedive’s Star 1884-6 (reverse of upper two limbs impressed Berks 1093), British War Medals (6; 159905 Spr. E. D. Bole. R.E.; 37132
Pte. J. W. B. Grose. Som. L. I.; 2. Lieut. T. G. Mortimer; 205180 Pte. H. J. Richards. Devon. R.; 13409 Pte. W. Robertson. H.L.I.;
2046 Pte. J. Slade. Devon. R.); Victory Medal (Eng. Lt. J. Liddle. R.N.); Defence and War Medals; miniature group of 3, Indian General
Service 1895-1902, 2 clasps, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Tirah 1897-98, Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 5 clasps, Cape Colony, Tugela Heights,
Orange Free State, Rel. of Ladysmith, Belfast, King’s South Africa 1901-02, 2 clasps; together with miscellaneous Masonic and related medals and
decorations (21), some in silver, many very fine (34)
£250-300
JOHN WILLIAM BLOYE GROSE, 12th Battalion S.L.I. (formerly East Surrey Regiment), was killed in action in Egypt, 12 June 1917; he is buried in the Gaza
War Cemetery; 2ND LIEUTENANT T. G. MORTIMER served with the 3rd Battalion Royal Welsh Fusiliers; he relinquished his commission on the grounds of
ill health (L.G. 5 December 1918).

284
India General Service 1895-1902, 1 clasp, Relief of Chitral, in bronze (554 Muleteer Haji Ahmed. 1st C.I. Horse. C.T. Dept.), very
fine
£80-100

285
Ashanti Star 1896, unnamed as issued, good very fine

£140-160

286
Queen’s Sudan 1896-98 (engraved in caps. 3175 Pte. G. Grimwood 1/Lin. R.), contact marks and edge bruise, very fine

£200-250

‡287
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 1 clasp, Defence of Ladysmith (3808 Pte. S. McPhail, Scottish Rifles), edge bruised, good very
fine
£300-400
Only 6 men of the 1st Scottish Rifles present during the Defence of Ladysmith, all of whom were attached to the 2nd Battalion King’s Royal Rifle Corps.
SAMUEL MCPHAIL enlisted in the Scottish Rifles 31 January 1891. He deserted on 31 January 1892, rejoining his regiment on 18 July 1893 where he was
tried and imprisoned for desertion and losing his clothing. In December 1893 the regiment was sent to India where they remained until September
1899. In July 1896 he was sentenced to 9 months imprisonment for striking a superior Officer. In September 1899 McPhail was sent to South Africa
where he served until September the following year, when he rejoined his regiment in India. He returned to Britain December 1905 and was discharged
22nd March 1906. (Sold with photocopied research, including service papers and medal roll).

288
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 5 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free Star, Transvaal, South Africa 1901, South Africa 1902 (1273
Tpr. H. Phillips. S.A.C.), has been dipped, good very fine
£80-100

289
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 5 clasps, Cape Colony, Tugela Heights, Relief of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s Nek (8120 Pte. C.
Sentance, K.R.R.C.), initial officially corrected, reverse scratched, good very fine
£100-150

290
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 6 clasps, Cape Colony, Tugela Heights, Orange Free State, Relief of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s
Nek (5650 Pte B. Gardiner, 1: Yk: & Lancs: Regt), edge bruise, otherwise extremely fine
£120-150

291
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 6 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Johannesburg, Diamond Hill, Belfast, South Africa 1901
(engraved in italic caps 23347. Sapr. H. J. Cane. R. E.), edge bruised, very fine; British War and Victory Medal pair (508258 Dvr. J. H.
Cridland. R.E.) and British War Medal (T4-040152 Dvr. G. S. Cridland. A.S.C.), good very fine (4)
£80-100

292
A Boer War and Great War Group awarded to Acting Corporal H. J. Chamberlain, 24th London Regiment, late Wiltshire
Regiment, Four: Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal (3428 Pte. H. Chamberlain,
2nd Wilts: Regt.), Kings South Africa, 2 clasps (3428 Pte. J. Chamberlain. Wilts: Regt), British War and Victory Medals (6203 Pte.
H. J. Chamberlain. 24-Lond. R.), very fine, sold with photocopied extract of Great War medal roll (4)
£250-280

‡293
A Boer War and Great War Family Group:
Armourer Staff Serjeant George Frederick Perry, Army Ordnance Corps, Six: Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 3 clasps, Defence
of Ladysmith, Laing’s Nek, Belfast (885 Ar. Sjt. G. Perry. A.O.C.), King’s South Africa 1901-1902 (Armr. Serjt.), 1914-15 Star (A.1454
Armr. St. G. F. Perry. A.O.C), British War and Victory Medals (S. Sjt.), Army Long Service and Good Conduct, George V (885 Ar. S.
Sjt.), almost very fine or better, with various unofficial medalets and badges
Private Victor Eugene Perry, Seaforth Highlanders, Three: British War and Victory Medals (S-26177 Pte. V. E. Perry. Seaforth),
Defence Medal unnamed as issued, very fine or better, with related miniatures (lot)
£240-280
GEORGE FREDERICK PERRY was born in Birmingham 9 November 1869. He enlisted in 1st Battalion Coldstream Guards; in May 1899 he transferred to
the Amy Ordnance Corps, Armourer Section. On 24 August 1899 he was attached to the King’s Liverpool Regiment. He received his Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal with a £5 gratuity under AO 280 of October 1913; discharged as Armourer Staff Sergeant on 19 April 1914; re-enlisted 24
September 1914 and was sent to France 26 February 1915. He was discharged 22 April 1919.
VICTOR EUGENE PERRY, George Frederick Perry’s younger brother, served with the 1st Garrison Battalion Seaforth Highlanders; they served in Salonika
from 1916-18, Romania during 1918 and Turkey in January 1919. The battalion was disbanded in June 1919.
Offered with a quantity of photocopied research and an original copy of The Army Ordnance Corps Gazette 15 May 1913 and two A.O.C. badges.

294
India General Service 1908-35, 1 clasp, North West Frontier 1908, in bronze (Beshem Than Pte Servt. 29th Pjbis), better than very
fine
£60-80

295
India General Service 1908-35, 1 clasp, Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (265598 Pte. J. Tissington. R.W. Kent R.), Volunteer Long
Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, unnamed as issued, with old H.A.C. riband; Metropolitan Police Jubilee Medal 1887, with 1897 clasp
(P.C. T. Gairy F. Divn.); together with Army Total Abstinence Medal for one year and Masonic Diamond Jubilee medal 1897, generally
good very fine (5)
£100-120

296
1914 Star and Clasp (8657 Lce. Cpl. E. G. Powell. C. Gds.), very fine

£80-120

‡297
Great War Casualty Group awarded to Major James Randolph Gyllencreutz, Royal Army Medical Corps and Chief Medical
Officer to H.M. Hospital Ship Salta, Four: 1914-15 Star (Lieut. J.R. Gyllencreutz, R.A.M.C.), British War and Victory Medals
(Major. J.R. Gyllencreutz.). Memorial Plaque (James Randolph Gyllencreutz), plaque slightly stained, very fine, others in boxes of
issue, good extremely fine (4)
£300-400
JAMES RANDOLPH GYLLENCREUTZ died at sea on 10 April 1917. He was aboard H.M. Hospital Ship Salta which was struck by a mine off Le Havre. He
was initially rescued by H.M.S. P.26 which was then also struck by a nearby mine and sank. He is commemorated at St. Marie Cemetery, Le Havre.
Gyllencreutz was born in 1882 and studied at St. Thomas’s Hospital, taking his M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. there in 1908. He was Senior House Surgeon
at the Royal Hospital, Portsmouth, between 1912 and 14 he took a “Public Health” course at U.C.L. and at the outbreak of war was Senior Assistant
at the Wandsworth Infirmary. He immediately volunteered for service and was commissioned a Temporary Lieutenant (London Gazette: 25
September 1914), he was promoted Captain the following year and Major on 30 March 1917 (London Gazette: 17 April 1917).
The lot is offered with the following original documentation: University of London Medical School, and St. Thomas's Hospital Medical College
Diplomas (4); Memorial Scroll 1914-1918; 24 testimonial letters; newspaper clipping with obituary details and transmittal letter of the British War
and Victory medals to his mother, as well as a quantity of photocopied documentation and a CD-Rom.

‡298
Great War Casualty Group awarded to Bombardier Frederick Ernest Crampton, Royal Field Artillery, Three, 1914-15 Star
(24164 Gnr: F. E. Crampton. R.F.A.), British War and Victory Medal (R.A.), extremely fine (3)
£100-150
FREDERICK ERNEST CRAMPTON was drowned at sea on 23 October 1915 when H.M.T. Marquette was torpedoed by U-35 off Salonika while on route
from Alexandria. He is commemorated on the Mikra Memorial. (Offered with photocopied research).

‡299
Great War Casualty Group, awarded to Rifleman Bertram Edwards, 20th Battalion Rifle Bigade, British War and Victory Medal
£120-150
(S-32957 Pte. B. Edwards Rif. Brig.), Memorial Plaque (Bertram Edwards), extremely fine (3)
BERTRAM EDWARDS was drowned at sea on 15 April 1917 when H.M.T. Arcadian was torpedoed by UC74 en route from Salonika to Alexandria. He is
commemorated on the Mikra Memorial and the Westmeston, W. Sussex, war memorial. He was one of 11 casualties to the 20th Battalion that day
and one of only 14 during the entire war. (Offered with photocopied research).

300
Great War Casualty Group awarded to Private Harold John Norman 16th London Regiment, attached 12th London Regiment,
Three: British War and Victory Medals (472213 Pte. H. Norman. 12. Lond. R.), Memorial Plaque (Harold Norman), extremely fine;
together with a hinged box with a photograph of the recipient on the lid and opening to reveal a gilt, niello and enamelled plaque

(according to family tradition designed by the Dean of Westminster, Herbert Ryle, who composed the inscription on the Tomb of the
Unknown Warrior), inscribed ‘To the dear memory of Harold John Norman, 1/16 O.W.R. London Reg. Killed in action near Ypres August
16th 1917, aged 25 years. His country called him, and he did his duty’, two London County Council school prize medals for 1905-06 and
1906-7 both named to H. Norman, one in case of issue, a cased bronze official Coronation commemorative medal 1902 and a silver-gilt
badge, extremely fine (lot)
£200-300
301
Great War Casualty Group awarded to Walter Edward Wood, 7th Battalion Border Regiment, British War and Victory Medals
(33449 Pte. W. E. Wood. Bord. R.), Memorial Plaque (Walter Edward Wood), medals with forwarding envelope to his widow, plaque
in paper envelope and card, extremely fine; together with British War Medals to casualties (2) (R-20604 Sjt. W. Emanuel. K. R. Rif.
C./300208 Pte. E. Haydock. Tank Corps.), good very fine (5)
£120-150
WALTER EDWARD WOOD died of wounds 31 July 1918 and is buried in the Bagneaux British Cemetery, Gezaincourt. WILLIAM EMANUEL died of wounds 9
September 1918 and is buried in the Abbeville Communal Cemetery extension. E. HAYDOCK died of wounds 6 July 1918 and is buried in the Crouy
British Cemetery.

302
*Memorial Plaque, Sidney Ellis, with envelope and card case of issue, virtually as issued

£150-200

COMPANY QUARTER-MASTER SIDNEY ELLIS M.M., 7TH BATTALION KINGS ROYAL RIFLE CORPS was killed in action 15 October 1917.
He is commemorated on the Tyne Cot Memorial.
Military Medal: London Gazette: 11 November 1916.
The lot is offered with a quantity of original documents etc. including ‘dog tag’; Mention in Despatches card for General
Haig’s Despatches of 13 November 1916; Memorial Scroll; three condolence slips; City of York condolence letter;
Forwarding letter for British War and Victory Medals; O.H.M.S. envelope with a portion of Military Medal riband; a typed
copy of a newspaper article from which the following is taken “…He was recently awarded the Military Medal for
conspicuous bravery in the field, on an occasion when he rescued a wounded officer and brought him back to the
trenches under fire…”; 14th Light Division Gallant and Meritorious Service card; two letters to his daughter; four letters
from his comrades concerning his death and subsequent burial; letter from the Director of War Graves Registration and
Enquiries; 7th KRRC Christmas card 1916; widow’s pension certificate L52747, and six photographs of the recipient.

‡303
A Great War Pair and Silver War Badge awarded to Second Lieutenant Thomas Charles Gilchrist, British War and Victory Medals
(S-16851 Cpl. T. C. Gilchrist. Rif. Brig.) and Silver War Badge (B230534), virtually as issued, medals in original boxes, with

registered envelope and original war badge slip and registered envelope, original commission document as Second Lieutenant dated 20
December 1917, Field Service Pocket Book 1914 with 1916 amendments and signed by Gilchrist, and Honourable Invalided Certificate in
addressed mailing tube (3)
£100-120
Second Lieutenant: London Gazette: 20 December 1917.
Commission relinquished on account of ill health: London Gazette: 17 April 1919.
THOMAS CHARLES GILCHRIST served with the 16th (St. Pancras) Battalion; 10th Training Reserve Battalion; 18th Officer Cadet Battalion Bath from 10
August 1917; 3rd Reserve Battalion Hampshire Regiment as 2nd Lieutenant, attached to the Ministry of Labour from 31 May 1918. (Offered with a
quantity of photocopied research and a CD-Rom).

304
Great War Pair: British War and Victory Medals (F. 6053 E.C. Hood. P.O.M. R.N.A.S.), good very fine; various Great War Medals,
comprising: British War and Victory Medals (25004 Pte. J. Jackson. R. Lanc. R.), together with Silver War Badge (386528), extremely
fine or better, with forwarding box; British War and Victory Pair (210890. Sgt. A. Reeves. R.A.F.), extremely fine; British War Medal (F.
12120 F.G. Gerring. P.O.M. R.N.A.S.), official correction to number, extremely fine; and British War Medal (211213. F. Sgt. H.W.
Smith. R.A.F.), very fine (7)
£200-300
ERNEST CHARLES HOOD enlisted in the R.N.A.S., 29 June 1915; P.O. Mechanic 16 November 1917; served in Kite Balloon Section at Egmont and Port
Said. Transferred to R.A.F. as Sgt. Mechanic, 1 April 1918; died in service at 40th Training Depot Station, 6 August 1918. J. JACKSON enlisted 25
November 1915, discharged 14 June 1918 as a result of ‘Trench Foot’. A. REEVES enlisted 27 January 1916, transferred from R.N.A.S. to R.A.F. on 1
April 1918, discharged 30 April 1920 (offered with service details). F. G. GERRING and H. W. SMITH (offered with service details and entitled to Victory
Medal) both enlisted in February 1916 and also transferred from R.N.A.S. to R.A.F. on 1 April 1918.

305
British War and Victory Medal Pair (723495 Pte. F.V. Pearce. 24-Lond. R.), very fine

£40-60

Ex 306

306
*Great War and Zanzibar Order of the Brilliant Star Group awarded to Robert Scott Taylor, Medical Officer of Health,
Zanzibar, late Major, Royal Army Medical Corps, Seven: 1914-15 Star (Capt. R.S. Taylor R.A.M.C.), British War Medal, Victory
Medal, with oak leaf for Mention in Despatches (Major), Silver Jubilee 1935, Coronation 1937, both unnamed as issued, Zanzibar, Order
of the Brilliant Star, type 9 (1918-64), Third Class neck badge, by Elkington & Co. Ltd, in silver-gilt and enamels, Sultan Khalifa II bin Harub
Silver Jubilee Medal 1936, sixth in case of issue, others mounted for wearing, good very fine (7)
£800-1,200
Ex Gustav Tammann Collection, UBS, 4 November 2008, lot 953.
Mention in Despatches: London Gazette: 1 December 1916 (General Murray’s Despatches for the Egyptian Expeditionary Force).
Order of the Brilliant Star: Official Gazette of the Zanzibar Government: 9 January 1937; London Gazette: 20 April 1937.
Sultan’s silver Jubilee Medal: Official Gazette of the Zanzibar Government; 9 January 1937.
Robert Scott Taylor was also created an Officer of the Order of the British Empire although the badge is not present with the group (London
Gazette: 13 June 1946 (Medical Officer of Health, Zanzibar).
ROBERT SCOTT TAYLOR was commissioned into the 1st Lowland Field Ambulance 19 February 1914. He joined the Zanzibar Medical Service on 28
January 1924.
The lot is offered with the following original documents: M.I.D. certificate, warrant for the Order of the Brilliant Star, notification of award, extract
from the Zanzibar Gazette, permission to wear documents and presentation slip for the Sultan’s silver Jubilee medal, and photocopied entries from
the London and Zanzibar Gazettes.

307
Great War Territorial Group awarded to 953 Pte. A. C. Robertson. H.L.I., Three: British War and Victory Medals, Territorial War
Medal, mounted for wearing, good very fine (3)
£100-150
308
1914-15 Star Trios, Five (GS-9858 Pte. W. Barlow. R. Fus./Deal 9762 Pte. A. R. Batt. R.M. (Star on this SS-9662, Pte.
A.S.C.)/42763 Dvr. W. Kennedy. R. A./J33922 R. Mc Kill. A.B. R.N./G-1444 Pte. H. J. E. Pettitt. The Queens R.), generally
very fine, with miniature trio (18)
£140-180
309
Great War Meritorious Service Group awarded to Warrant Officer Class 2 W. T. Adams, Royal Engineers, Five: 1914-15 Star
(91449 Q.M. Sjt. W. T. Adams. R.E.), British War and Victory Medals (W.O. Cl. 2), Meritorious Service Medal, George V (Q.M. Sjt: T,
M. F. of W.), Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII (20931 F. Of W.); together with British War and Victory Medal pair
(78563 Gnr. E. Chapman R.A.), France and Germany Star, Defence and War Medals (3), a Second World War miniature campaign
group of five, and a Union of Postal Workers’ badge, generally good very fine (18)
£200-250
M.S.M.: London Gazette: 18 January 1919 (Aldershot).

‡310
Great War and Imperial Service Group awarded to Corporal John William Patterson, 19th Battalion Rifle Brigade, Five: 1914-15
Star, renamed, British War and Victory Medals (201741 Cpl. J. W. Patterson. Rif. Brig.), Imperial Service Medal, George VI type 1 (John
William Patterson), Special Constabulary Long Service, George V coinage head (John W. Patterson), very fine or better (5)
£70-90
Imperial Service Medal: London Gazette: 27 August 1937 (Chief Attendant, Royal Scottish Museum, Scottish Education Dept.). (Sold with
photocopied research).

‡311
Great War and Volunteer Group awarded to Captain Henry Lattey, School of Musketry and Inventor of the Lattey Optical
Sight, which was to enhance the effectiveness of British Snipers during the Great War, Four: British War and Victory Medals
(Capt. H. Lattey), Volunteer Long Service and Good Conduct (engraved No. 4371 Pte. H. Lattey. L.R.B.), National Rifle Association
Honorary Life Member’s badge (reverse engraved Capt. H. Lattey) and a bronze shooting medal (reverse engraved Series D. 1890 H.
Lattey L.R.B.), very fine or better (5)
£250-300
HENRY LATTEY was born at St. John’s Wood 19 November 1856. He graduated from St. John’s College, Cambridge with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1878,
while at Cambridge he served in the Cambridge Cadet Corps, shot and swam for Cambridge against Oxford on three occasions, was captain of the
Cambridge Eight in 1878 and captained St. John’s College rugby XV. On leaving Cambridge he was articled to his elder brother as a solicitor. Around 1880 he
attested as a Private in 1st London Volunteer Rifle Corps. He was a keen rifle shot and gained many prizes for the London Rifle Brigade at Rainham,
Wimbledon and Bisley, where he shot for Ireland more than 50 times and was on several occasions either Captain or Adjutant of the Irish Twenty or
MacKinnon teams. He was in the Queen’s Sixty in 1885, Queen’s Hundred 1891 and King’s Hundred in 1908 and 1909. In 1895 he was appointed Hon.
Solicitor for the London Rifle Brigade, a position in which he served for a number of years. He was superannuated from the London Rifle Brigade due to age.
In September 1914 Lattey joined the Territorial Force Reserve at the age of 58, serving with the Connaught Rangers as Company Serjeant Major
Instructor of Musketry, and then as Staff Sergeant at the National Rifle Association School of Musketry. In October 1915 he was promoted to
Lieutenant (London Gazette: 19 October 1915). While at Bisley he designed the Lattery Optical Sight, which was adopted for the use on service
rifles in the field and was instrumental in the development of the Morris Tube, a sub-calibre insert that was to form the basis of miniature rifle
shooting in the United Kingdom for many years. In January 1916 he was promoted to Captain (London Gazette: 25 January 1916).
In June 1916 he was sent to France to command the Second Army School of Musketry at Auxi-le Château in connection with work there. His
knowledge and experience played a large part in overcoming the predominance of German snipers. In September 1918, at almost 62 years of age,
he relinquished his commission and was granted the honorary rank of Captain (London Gazette: 21 September 1918). He died on 19 May 1937.
Offered with a quantity of photocopied research.

312
Great War Officer’s British War and Victory Medal Pairs, Two: Lieutenant Cecil Martin Keppel-Parker, 21st Lancers/ Captain
Richard Harold Kennaway, 4th Battalion Devon Regt., good very fine (4)
£80-120
CECIL MARTIN KEPPEL-PARKER was placed on half-pay on grounds of ill health contracted on active service L.G.: 30/12/19; A.D.C. extra to the Governor
of Victoria L.G.: 23/9/21; M.B.E. L.G. 1/1/45.

313
British War and Victory Medal Pairs, Eleven: (8281 Pte. A. J. Austin. Y. & -L. R./6229 Pte. J. F. Boorman. Midd’x R. (this with
regimental brooch)/ 147 Gnr. R. L. Dore. R.A./194 Pte. A. V. Jerrett. R. Ir. Regt./266708 Gnr. F. Kingsley. R.A./63542 Pte. A.
H. Marshall. Durh. L.I. (with Defence Medal)/177722 Gnr. R. Mower. R.A./ 56718 Pte. J. Murdoch. Notts. & Derby/33938
Pte. E. Shrubb. Glouc. R./205351 Pte. G. H. Simpson. W. Rid. R./T-407550 Pte. T. G. Snashall. A.S.C); British War Medal and
Mercantile Marine War Medal Pairs, Two:(George Peckham/Archibald Young) British War Medals, Five: (A. Bell. V.A.D./22115 Pte.
W. C. Elliot. R. War. R. (with two London School Board Attendance Medals, 1892 and 94)/14415 Pte. A. Ginger. Oxf. & Bucks.
L.I./139736 A. Cpl. W. Jeffery. R.A./ 82721 Pte/1. L. Warner. R.A.F. (in box of issue, with R.A.F. cap badge)); Victory Medals,
Two: (25219 Pte. H. T. Clarke. Rif. Brig./S-30848 Pte. J. Dixon. Rif. Brig.), mostly very fine or better (36)
£250-300

314
British War Medals, Five: (16845 Pte. C. Gillingham. Dorset. R./SD-4215 Pte. A. G. Harman. R. Suss. R./27461 Pte. H. B.
Scott. Sco. Rif./011840 Pte. J. Sheldrake. A.O.C./8680 Pte. F. Turner. L. N. Lan. R.), third lacking suspension, otherwise very fine
or better; together with bronze issue (3081 Lab. Umar Khan, 6 Lab. Cps.), obverse stained, about very fine (6)
£120-150
CHARLES HENRY GILLINGHAM 1st Battalion Dorset Regiment was killed in action, 3 July 1917; he is buried in the Nieuwport Communal Cemetery.
ARTHUR GEORGE HARMAN, 13th Battalion Royal Sussex Regiment was killed in action 21 June 1916; he is buried in the St. Vaast Post Military Cemetery.

315
Great War and Second World War Family Group:
Commander William Devereux Parry-Jones, Royal Naval Reserve, 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals (Lt. Commr. W.
D. P. Jones. R.N.R.), Royal Naval Reserve Decoration, George V, hallmarked 1920, first three mounted for wearing, last in case of issue,

extremely fine, sold with handwritten card stating R.N.R.D. presented at Bristol 19 July 1922;
Flight-Lieutenant Peter Parry-Jones, R.A.F., 1939-45 and Atlantic Stars, Defence and War Medals, all unnamed as issued, mounted
£280-320

for wearing, extremely fine, sold with handwritten card stating “Killed in the Battle of Britain 1940” (8)

PETER PARRY-JONES of 210 Squadron died on 2 September 1940 when his Sunderland failed to return to base at Oban following Convoy Duty. He is
commemorated on the Runnymede Memorial.

316
Great War and Second World War Family Group:
Sergeant Horace Golby, Royal Warwickshire Regiment, 1914-15 Star (2207 Cpl. H. Goldby. R. War. R.), Victory Medal (200368 Sjt.);
Private C. J. Golby, King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, Efficiency Medal, George VI type 1 (5111772 Pte. C. J. Golby.
K.O.Y.L.I.), with related ‘dog tag’;
Guardsman Leslie David Golby, Grenadier Guards, 1939-45, Africa and Italy Stars, War Medal, in forwarding box addressed to his
father; together with British Red Cross Society Medal for War Service, Silver Jubilee 1935 (2), Coronation 1937, a M.B.E. and Great War
miniature group of five, a Great War miniature pair and a Second War miniature group of four, very fine or better (21)
£120-150
LESLIE DAVID GOLBY, 3rd Battalion Grenadier Guards, died in Italy, 12 June 1944; he is buried in the Bolsena War Cemetery.

317
Great War and Second World War and Malaya Family Group:
Acting Sergeant James E. Billam, Royal Army Medical Corps, Six: 1914 Star (20161 Pte. J. Bilham. R.A.M.C.), British War and
Victory Medals (A. Sjt.), Defence Medal, Territorial Efficiency Medal (7336311 Sjt. J. E. Billam. R.A.M.C.), Special Constabulary Long
Service, George VI type 1 (James E. Billam), mounted for wearing, very fine, with related miniatures
Aircraftman 2 R. J. Billam R.A.F., Five: 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star with France and Germany clasp, Italy Star, War Medal (all engraved
R. J. Billam M.N.), General Service Medal, George VI issue, 1 clasp, Malaya (AC2 R. J. Billam (4011076) R.A.F.), mounted for
wearing, with riband bar, very fine or better (17)
£150-200

‡318
Great War and Second World War O.B.E. Group awarded to Major William Michael Kington Dickinson, 1st Punjab Regiment,
late York and Lancaster Regiment and 20th Deccan Horse, Seven: Order of the British Empire, type 1, Military Division, Officer’s
breast badge, in silver-gilt, 1914 Star (Lieut. W. M. K. Dickinson. 20 Horse), British War Medal and Victory Medal with Oak Leaf for
Mention in Despatches (Capt. W.M.K. Dickinson), War Medal, Indian War Medal, Coronation 1937, very fine or better (7)
£300-400
O.B.E.; London Gazette: 30 May 1919 (King’s Birthday Honours)
Mention in Despatches: London Gazette: 20 April 1920 (Douglas Haig’s despatch of 4 July 1919).
WILLIAM MICHAEL KINGTON DICKINSON was born 2 May 1885; 2nd Lieut. Unattached List for Auxiliary Forces 27 May 1907; appointed Indian Army 1
April 1910 and posted to the Deccan Horse 9 April; Lieutenant 22 May 1910. When the Great War broke out he was on sick leave in England, he
rejoined his regiment at Port Said and was evacuated sick later that month from La Penne camp, Marseilles, having been thrown from his horse. He
later was transferred to the York and Lancaster Regiment from 17 March 1918; South Africa Command April 1920-January 1922; Adjutant 3rd Yorks
and Lancaster Regiment of Militia 1922-23; Reserve of Officers 1927-35. During the Second World War he was Secretary of the Adjutant General in
India for ex-Service Funds to 1 December 1940; Adjutant of the Transit Camp, Poona for 1 December 1940 and Major GHQ Simla to April 1948. He
died at Twickenham 7 May 1948. (Offered with a quantity of photocopied research).

‡319
Great War Pair and Rocket Apparatus Volunteer Group awarded to Private Leonard Reed, 22nd London Regiment, Three, British
War and Victory Medals (4988 Pte. L. Reed. 22-Lond. R.), Rocket Apparatus Volunteer Long Service Medal, George VI, type 2 reverse
(Leonard Reed), good very fine, last with (damaged) Royal Mint case of issue (3)
£120-150
LEONARD REED enrolled with the Porthleven L.S.A. Station in 1923. (Offered with photocopied research and a Queen’s Regiment cap badge).

‡320
Family Group:
Private Hercules Albert Viljoen, 1st Rhodesian Regiment, Three: 1914-15 Star (erased), British War and Bilingual Victory Medal
(Pte. H. A. Viljoen. 1st Rhodesian Rgt.);
Constable Albert William Viljoen: Special Constabulary Long Service, Elizabeth II type 2 (Albert W. Viljoen), very fine to extremely
£70-100

fine (4)

HERCULES ALBERT VILJOEN enlisted on 22 October 1914. He served in German South West Africa from 22 December 1914 until 26 July 1915 and was
demobilized on 31 July following the campaign. ALBERT WILLIAM VILJOEN was his son.

321
Palestine and Second World War Group awarded to Band Sergeant Albert George Pearce, Royal Marines, Seven: Naval General
Service 1915-62, 1 clasp, Palestine 1936-39 (RMB. 2930 A.G. Pearce Bde. Cpl. R.M.), 1939-45, Atlantic, Africa and Burma Stars, War
Medal, all unnamed as issued, Royal Navy Long Service and Good Conduct, George VI type 1 (Bde. Cpl. H.M.S. Glasgow), Second
World War medals in Naval Accounts forwarding box, good extremely fine (7)
£250-300
Naval General Service presented 18 September 1941. Long Service and Good Conduct with gratuity presented 18 August 1942.
ALBERT GEORGE PEARCE was born at Portsmouth 15 August 1909. He enlisted as a Band Boy 23 August 1923; promoted to Band Corporal, 7
September 1934; Temporary Bandmaster 2, 2 March 1942; Bandmaster 2, 1 June 1945 and Band Sergeant, 31 October 1947. He was discharged
physically unfit 31 March 1948. According to his Discharge Certificate “Plays Saxophone, Clarinet and Violin. Employed as Musical Instructor.”
The lot is offered with Certificates of Service, Qualification and Discharge, copy birth certificate and photographs.

322
Family Group:
Lieutenant-Colonel Henry Baldur Williams B.A., Army Educational Corps, Six: General Service Medal 1918-62, 2 clasps, Palestine,
Malaya (Lieut. H. B. Williams. A.E.C.), 1939-45 and Africa Stars, Defence and War Medals, all unnamed as issued, Africa General
Service 1902-56, 1 clasp, Kenya (Lieut. Col.); with a duplicate issue of General Service Medal, 1 clasp, Palestine (Lieut.), Malaya clasp on
G.S.M. loose; together with related miniatures, two photographs of the recipient and an atlas of the ancient world with his name
Patience Zenobia Williams A.T.C., Three: Defence and War Medal, both unnamed as issued, Efficiency Medal, George VI type 2 (Sub.
P. Williams. A.T.C.), both groups mounted for wearing, good very fine and better (lot)
£400-600
PATIENCE ZENOBIA WILLIAMS was Lieutenant-Colonel Williams’s wife. She served as an ambulance driver during the War, on one occasion losing a
finger in an accident.
See also lot 330 for a group awarded to Lieutenant-Colonel Williams’s brother.

‡323
A Second World War and Special Constabulary Group awarded to Sergeant Herbert Goldney, Rifle Brigade, who served as a
Special Constable during the General Strike of 1926, Defence and War Medals, unnamed as issued, Special Constabulary Long
Service, George V coinage head (Herbert Goldney), good very fine (3)
£80-100
HERBERT GOLDNEY served with Buckinghamshire Special Constabulary, 163 Office Candidate Training Unit (Inns of Court), 2nd Motor Training
Battalion, F Company Rifle Brigade and 9th Rifle Brigade. The lot is offered with the following original items: Buckingham County Special
Constabulary General Strike letter of thanks; Buckinghamshire Driving Licence, 1928-30, Territorial Army Attestation Certificate, 16 November 1939;
Soldier’s Service and Pay Book; Soldier’s Release book; Record of Service Card, 12 October 1945; Army Driving Permits 1940-45; Certificate of
Transfer to Army Reserve; National Registration Identity Card, 27 April 1951, two ‘dog tags’, a crucifix and a religious medallion; also with
photocopied research, a copy photograph of the recipient in uniform, and extracts from the Rifle Brigade Chronicle.

‡324
Second World War Prisoner-of-War Group awarded to Rifleman L. W. Green, Rifle Brigade, Four: 1939-45 and Africa Stars, War
Medal, unnamed as issued, Efficiency Medal George VI type 2 (6969200 Rfm. L. W. Green. R.B.), good very fine (4)
£100-150
RIFLEMAN L.W. GREEN served with 1st Tower Hamlets Rifles. He was imprisoned at Stalag 343 at Lambsdorf (P.O.W. no. 33849).

‡325
Second World War Prisoner-of-War Group awarded to Corporal George Arthur Stuart, 5th Battalion Sherwood Foresters,
Three: 1939-45 Star, War Medal, unnamed as issued, Efficiency Medal, George VI type 1 (4977446 Cpl. G. A. Stuart. Foresters.), good
very fine (3)
£120-150
GEORGE ARTHUR STUART was taken prisoner in France, May 1940; he was imprisoned at Stalag VIIIB (Teschen) and at Stalag 344 (Lamsdorf) (P.O.W.
no. 6206). (Offered with four original photographs taken while he was a Prisoner-of-War and with photocopied research).

‡326
El-Alamein Casualty Group, awarded to Rifleman Arthur Robert King, 7th Rifle Brigade (1st London Rifle Brigade), Three: 1939-45
Star, Africa Star, War Medal, all unnamed as issued, in forwarding box of issue and with condolence slip, virtually as issued (3)
£70-100
ARTHUR ROBERT KING was killed 25 October 1942 at El-Alamein; he is buried at the El-Alamein War Cemetery.

327
Second World War Campaign Medals (28), comprising: 1939-45 Stars (7), Atlantic Stars (3 – one with France and Germany clasp), Africa
Stars (4), Burma Stars (2), Italy Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medals (4), War Medals (6), including two mounted groups and four
groups in forwarding boxes, related miniatures (8) and riband bars (2); together with later medals, including: Dunkirk Veteran medal 1960;
National Service Commemorative (2) and Victory Commemorative; Imperial Service Medal, Elizabeth II type 2 (Raymond Edward Burrage),
in case of issue, with forwarding document; British Rail Western Region Ambulance Centre group (Frederick Hodrien), including 15 years
First Aid Medal, with loose clasps for 30 and 35 years and a plaque for 25 years First Aid Efficiency 1973, and other medals (12), including
German Iron Crosses 2nd Class (3), 1914 (2), one with suspension ring stamped HB, the other italic P, 1939, and prize medals, badges etc.
(32), many very fine (lot)
£200-300
I.S.M. London Gazette: 30 March 1990 (Storekeeper, Ministry of Defence).

328
Second World War and South East Asia Pair, War Medal, unnamed as issued, General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp, South East
Asia 1945-46 (14314493 Pte J Martin Seaforth), both with forwarding boxes, good very fine (2)
£70-90
329
Second World War and Malaya Group awarded to Major James Edward Cammell Robinson, Royal Army Medical Corps, late
Army Dental Corps, Six: 1939-45, Pacific Stars, Defence and War Medal all unnamed as issued, General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp,
Malaya, George VI issue (Maj. J. E. C. Robinson. R.A.M.C.), Coronation 1953, unnamed as issued, mounted for wearing, very fine or
better (6)
£250-300
JAMES EDWARD CAMMELL Robinson was born 5 October 1909, commissioned into the Army Dental Corps, February 1934; Captain, October 1935;
transferred to the R.A.M.C. October 1937; Major, July 1946; Lieutenant-Colonel, August 1951; Colonel, May 1960; retired with the rank of Colonel,
October 1968.

330
Second World War and Post War Group awarded to Commander A. David Merlin Williams, Royal Navy, Eight: 1939-45, Atlantic
Stars, Pacific Star with Burma clasp, Italy Star, Defence and War medals, all unnamed as issued, Naval General Service 1915-62, 1 clasp,
Palestine 1945-48 (Cdr. (S.). A. D. M. Williams. R.N.), United Nations Korea, mounted for wearing, good very fine, with related
miniatures, two riband bars, two cap badges, a Naval badge and a photograph of the recipient (16)
£300-350
Part of a family group; see also lot 322.

331
Northern Ireland and South Atlantic Long Service Trio to the Scots Guards:
General Service 1962, 1 clasp, Northern Ireland (24327520 Gdsm. F.J.N. Collins SG.); South Atlantic 1982, with rosette (24327520
Gdsm F J N Collins SG); Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Elizabeth II (Gdsm. F J N Collins, Scots Guards), mounted for
wearing, all with traces of erasure at 1 o’clock suggesting erasure of letter R (for replacement), sold as a replacement group (3) £300-400
‡332
Northern Ireland and First Gulf War Group awarded to Lance Corporal T. N. Parrington, R.E.M.E., Four: General Service Medal
1962, 1 clasp, Northern Ireland (24801894 Cfn. T N. Parrington REME), Gulf Medal 1990-91, 1 clasp, 16 Jan-28 Feb 1991 (L. Cpl),
Saudi Arabian Liberation of Kuwait, Kuwaiti Liberation, 4th Grade, last two in cases of issue, extremely fine (4)
£200-300

MEDALS FOR LONG SERVICE AND GOOD CONDUCT
333
Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, narrow suspension type (impressed H. E. Norris. No. 4578 Chat, R.M.L.I.),
extremely fine and toned; together with a Naval dirk (2)
£120-150
‡334
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, type 3 (impressed Schoolmaster F. Whitaker.), minor edge bruises, good very fine
£150-200
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal: General Order 27 of 1879.
FREDERICK WHITAKER was born in Camden Town in 1835. He enlisted into the Corps of Army Schoolmasters 1 July 1857. Served at the Royal Military
Asylum, Chelsea as a 3rd Class Schoolmaster 2 February 1857-1 February 1858; Royal Artillery 2nd Battalion and 1st Brigade 2 February 1858-29
February 1860 and Royal Engineers School of Military Engineering, Chatham 1 March 1860 until his discharge on 14 May 1881.
Offered with extensive photocopied research.

‡335
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, type 3 (engraved in italic caps.1/Cl: S: Inst. J. Kelly. Gymn: Staff), minor edge
and surface marks, good very fine
£150-200
Also entitled to Meritorious Service Medal (Annuity) AO122 of 1933 and Silver War Badge (471439).
JAMES KELLY was born 10 September 1862 in Leek, Staffordshire. He attested on 17 August 1880 at Portsmouth. He served with the 32nd Brigade
Depot of the 2/12th Foot 17 August-31 October 1880; 24th Brigade Depot of the 2/69th Foot 1 November 1880-26 February 1884; 27 February 1884
he transferred to the Army Gymnastics Staff as 2nd Class Sergeant Instructor, on 2 January 1889 he was promoted to 1st Class Sergeant instructor;
he served in Halifax, Nova Scotia from 26 March 1890-20 December 1896; he was made Quartermaster Sergeant Instructor 8 February 1896 and
1st Class Colour Sergeant Instructor 3 July of the same year. He was discharged at Glasgow 16 August 1901.
He re-enlisted on 29 September 1914 and Served at the Welsh Regimental Depot as Colour Sergeant and was discharged 22 November 1916.
He assumed the name Bretherton in addition to the name of Kelly on 29 October 1920 (London Gazette: 26 November 1920. He died near Dulwich,
London 1 December 1942. (Offered with extensive photocopied research).

‡336
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, type 3 (impressed 553 Q.M. Sgt W. P. Mockler. Sch: of Musketry), about
extremely fine
£150-200
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal AO 212 of 1901
WILLIAM PETER MOCKLER was born 26 June 1866 in Shornecliffe, Kent. He enlisted in the South Lancashire Regiment 26 January 1866. He re-enlisted
in the School of Musketry in Hythe, Kent, 5 May 1892 and was promoted Quarter-Master-Sergeant 4 May 1898. He was discharged 16 March 1905.
(Offered with extensive photocopied research).

‡337
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII (19656 Mr: Gnr: 1st Cl: D. Sullivan. R.G.A.), about extremely fine

£100-120

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal AO 235 of 1902.
DANIEL SULLIVAN was born in Croydon, Surrey 22 March 1858. He enlisted in the Royal Artillery 4 January 1881. He served in Gibraltar between
November 1886 and March 1889, and again from 5 February 1892 until 24 October 1895. On 15 September he was promoted to Master Gunner 1st
Class at the Ordnance College, Woolwich. On 7 January 1903 he was commissioned Honorary Lieutenant and Quartermaster (London Gazette: 6
January 1903). In 1907 he transferred to the Kent Royal Field Reserve Artillery, where he was serving at the time of his death on 21 January 1909.
(Offered with extensive photocopied research and an original visiting card).

‡338
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII (Gar:-Sergt:-Maj: W. Carter. Garrison Staff), good fine, reverse better £120-150
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal AO 654 of 1902. Also entitled to Silver War Badge (170173).
WILLIAM CARTER was born in Horndon, Essex 27 March 1858. After serving with the Essex Rifles Regiment of Militia he enlisted with the 3rd Dragoon
Guards 27 June 1877, serving with them until 10 May 1897. He was promoted Troop Sergeant Major 1 January 1887, Squadron Sergeant Major 25
October 1892 and Regimental Sergeant Major 19 July 1894. He served in India 1884-92 and South Africa 1892-95.
On 11 May 1897 he was appointed Garrison–Sergeant-Major to the Garrison at Cairo, one of only 20 of such rank in the entire British Army; as such
he was the senior N.C.O. amongst all the regiments stationed there. He was discharged 27 June 1904.
He re-enlisted as a Private on 8 October 1914 in 3rd Reserve Cavalry; two days later he was promoted by Special War Office Authority to Regimental
Sergeant Major. He was discharged medically unfit for further service 16 April 1917. (Offered with extensive photocopied research).

339
Volunteer Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII, India issue (Sergeant C. S. Street. 2nd Bn. C.V. Rifls.), extremely fine
£70-90

345

346

348

347

351

Ex 352

OTHER MEDALS, ORDERS AND GROUPS
340
Diamond Jubilee Medal 1897, Mayors’ and Provosts’ Issue, in silver, unnamed as issued, in case of issue, good very fine

£300-350

Attributed to JAMES FAIRCLOUGH (1830-1908), Mayor of Warrington 1894-97, who played cricket for the Gentlemen of Lancashire in the 1860s. His
obituary appears in the 1908 edition of Wisden.
Offered with a contemporary framed and glazed photograph.

341
Royal Victorian Order, Knight Commander’s breast star, in silver, with silver-gilt and enamelled centre and gold brooch-pin, reverse
numbered 162, good very fine
£500-550

342
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, good very fine

£400-450

343
Knight’s Bachelor and Order of St. John Group awarded to Sir Alfred Davies Devonsher Broughton MP, Nine: Knight Bachelor’s
badge, type 3 neck badge, by Garrard and Co., in silver-gilt and red enamel, Order of St John, Officer’s breast badge, in silver and white
enamel, Serving Brother’s breast badge, in silver, Defence and War Medal, Coronation 1953, Silver Jubilee 1977, these all unnamed as
issued, Service Medal of the Order of St John (Div/Sgn. A. D. Broughton. Yorks. S.J.A.B. 1952), Spain, Al Merito Sindical decoration,
in silver, with enamel centre, first, third and last in cases of issue, with related miniatures (6); together with Order of St John,
Commander’s neck badge, in silver and white enamel, attributed to Alfred G. B. Broughton (1875-1945), Alfred Davies Broughton’s father,
in case of issue, extremely fine (16)
£600-800
Knight Bachelor: London Gazette: 6 June 1969: “For services to Parliament.”
Order of St John, Serving Brother: London Gazette: 3 January 1947.
ALFRED BROUGHTON was born in Batley 18 October 1902, a member of a family who had been Batley doctors for 70 years. He was educated at
Downing College, Cambridge and the London Hospital where he qualified as a doctor. During the Second World War he served with the Medical
Corps of the Royal Air Force.
He became Labour MP for Batley and Morley in the 1948 by-election. In 1960 he became an opposition whip. During the 1970’s his health declined
and he died in April 1974.
Offered with two named and cased presentation silver-gilt keys, one for the opening of Morley Blackgates Primary School 31 October 1953, the
other for the opening of the Highlands Service Reservoir, Burstall, 24 July 1954.

344
Knight’s Bachelor and Air Efficiency Award Group awarded to Sir William Arthur Steward M.P., late Squadron Leader R.A.F.,
Ten: Knight Bachelor’s badge type 2 (1933-74), in silver-gilt and red enamel, Defence and War Medal, Air Efficiency Award, George VI type
2 (Sqn. Ldr. W. A. Steward. R.A.F.V.R.), Coronation 1953, Order of St. Lazarus breast badge, in silver-gilt and green enamel, Order of
St. Lazarus Medals (3) 1973-86, Worshipful Company of Distillers badge, in silver-gilt (William Arthur Steward January 15th 1946),
very fine or better, with related miniatures (21)
£400-600
Knight Bachelor: London Gazette: 19 July 1955.
Air Efficiency Award: 19 July 1951.
WILLIAM ARTHUR STEWARD was born in Norwich in 1901. He served in the R.A.F., 1938-45 and became Conservative M.P. for Woolwich West, 195059. He was Master of the Worshipful Company of Distillers, 1964-65 and died in 1987.

345
*M.V.O. and R.V.M. Group awarded to Keeper and Steward of the Royal Cabins Albert Skipworth, H.M.Y. Victoria and Albert,
Seven: Royal Victorian Order, Member’s Fifth Class breast badge, reverse numbered 695, British War and Victory Medals (L.1312 A.
Skipworth. O.C.S. R.N.), Silver Royal Victorian Medal, George V, unnamed as issued, Silver Jubilee 1935, Coronation 1937, both
unnamed, Royal Navy Long Service and Good Conduct, George V type 2 (1920-30) (L. 1312 A. Skipworth. Off. Ch. Std. H.M.Y.
Victoria & Albert), first in Collingwood case of issue, others mounted for wearing, all but the first with heavily frayed ribands, generally
very fine; together with related miniatures (excluding the MVO) (13)
£700-900
M.V.O.: London Gazette: 1 January 1946 (dated 30th October 1945).
R.V.M.: awarded 23 June 1936.
ALBERT SKIPWORTH was appointed Keeper and Steward of the Royal Cabins 16 March 1933 (London Gazette: 21 March 1933). He retired from the
post in November 1946 (London Gazette: 29 November 1946).

346
*Royal Household and Second World War Group awarded to John David Herbert Jones, State Porter, formerly Telephonist,
Buckingham Palace, Eight: Royal Victorian Medal (Silver), Elizabeth II type 2, 1939-45, Africa, Italy Stars, War Medal and Silver Jubilee
1977, unnamed as issued; Chile, Medal of Bernardo O’Higgins Second Class, in silver; West Germany, Medal of the Order of Merit, in gilt
and enamels, with related miniature and lapel fitting, first six mounted for wearing, last two in cases of issue, extremely fine; together with
award document for the Royal Victorian Medal, original warrants for the Medal of Bernardo O’ Higgins and the West German Medal of the
Order of Merit, and ‘permission to wear’ document (lot)
£700-800
Royal Victorian Medal: London Gazette: 12 June 1976.
Offered with a substantial quantity of original documents and photographs, including a handwritten diary, three photograph albums, a quantity of
loose photographs, T.S.S. Gothic telephone directories (3), menus, crew lists and map of the outward journey relating to the Royal Commonwealth
Tour of 1953-54; five Buckingham Palace Social Club Christmas cards; various Buckingham Palace correspondence relating to Jones; and Lord
Chamberlain’s Office Warrant of Appointment as State Porter, 2 December 1976.

MINIATURES AND ARTEFACTS
347
*Dress Miniature: Order of the Bath, Military Division, breast badge, in gold and enamels, 29mm, chipped in places, very fine

£200-300

348
*Dress Miniatures: A Crimean War and Russian Order of St. Vladimir Group, Six: Crimea 1854-56, no clasp; SARDINIA, Al Valore
Militare and Turkish Crimea; SARDINIA, Al Valore Militare suspended from Turkish riband; RUSSIA, Order of St. Vladimir, in gold and enamels;
and SARDINIA, Al Valore Militare suspended from St. Jean d’Acre riband, mounted on gilt riband bar, good very fine
£400-600

349
*A Portrait Miniature of an Indian Army Officer, in a silver-gilt case with two locks of hair, inside of case engraved in italics Charles
Frederick Kneller Lt. 11 regiment By. N.I. 1844, in good condition; together with a piece of tunic fabric with 10 gilt buttons and a
silver-gilt horseshoe stick-pin set with pearls
£250-300
GEORGE FREDERICK KNELLER was commissioned Lieutenant in the 11th Bombay Native Infantry on 8 October 1840. He was promoted Captain on 20
December 1851 and appears to have retired circa 1860.

350
Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria 1887, commemorative linen neckerchief, with central figure of the Queen between the Prince
and Princess of Wales, portraits of the Royal Princes and Princesses around; in the outer border portraits of the Prime Ministers of her
reign, a portrait of Victoria aged 10, and with Coronation scene above central portrait; also two scenes depicting the Queen visiting a
Highland cottage and presenting a Bible to a Zulu Chief, some staining but in good condition
£100-150
351
*Caterpillar Club Badge: gold caterpillar with ruby eyes, reverse engraved WO. J. D. Alford, in Irving Air Chute of Great Britain card
box of issue, one ruby eye lacking, very fine
£300-400
AUS 416173 J. D. ALFORD R.A.A.F. was taken prisoner-of-war and was imprisoned at Stalag 4B, Muhlberg, Brandenburg (prisoner no. 267145).
Offered with copy photograph of the recipient.

352
*Victoria Cross Memorabilia: a Gold Pocket Watch, by Langford, Bristol, the outer case engraved V.C. 21 & 22 Augt. 1917 below the
arms of the City of Bristol, backplate engraved Presented by the Lord Mayor, Sheriff and Citizens of Bristol to the Mother of 2nd
Lt. Hardy Falconer Parsons late of the Gloucestershire Regiment who gained the V.C. 21 & 22 Aug. 1917; with leather
travelling case bearing gilt initials R.P. in working order
£800-1,000
SECOND LIEUTENANT HARDY FALCONER PARSONS was awarded the Victoria Cross posthumously. He died of wounds during an attack on an enemy
bombing post near Epéhy, France. His Cross and Service Medals are held by the Regimental Museum.

GALLANTRY AWARDS

353
*A Second World War Distinguished Flying Medal Group awarded to Flight Sergeant W.J. Hyndman 76 Squadron R.A.F., Six:
Distinguished Flying Medal (1126710 F/Sgt. W.J. Hyndman. R.A.F.), George VI type 1, 1939-45, Air Crew Europe Stars, Defence and War
Medals, R.A.F. Long Service and Good Conduct, Elizabeth II type 2 (M. Eng.), mounted for wearing, very fine or better (6)
£2,000-2,500
Distinguished Flying Medal: London Gazette: 15 September 1944.
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal; awarded 16 March 1959.
Offered with: five logbooks with entries from 16 May 1943 to 30 September 1967, the first listing 37 bombing raids between 21 June 1943 and 22
May 1944; Certificate of Service; Investiture Ticket and a newspaper cutting relating to the Investiture; copy photographs; and Chorley W.R., To
See Dawn Breaking, 76 Squadron Operations, 1981.

354
*Exchange Empire Gallantry Medal George Cross, O.B.E. and Military Cross Group awarded to Major Douglas Alexander Brett,
9th Jat Regiment, Three: George Cross (reverse engraved in capitals Major Douglas Alexander Brett, M.C. 9th Jat Regt, 8th May,
1934.), Order of the British Empire, type 2, Civil Division, Officer’s breast badge, in silver-gilt, and Military Cross, George V, both unnamed as
issued, first two in Royal Mint cases of issue, minor scratches to reverse of George Cross, generally extremely fine; together with mounted
group of dress miniatures (6), comprising Military Cross, George V, Empire Gallantry Medal, British War and Victory Medals, Silver Jubilee 1935,
Coronation 1937, British War and Victory medals only fair, others generally very fine; and riband bar comprising ribands for the George Cross,
with miniature cross on riband, Order of the British Empire, Military Cross, British War and Victory Medals,1939-45, Pacific and Burma Stars,
Defence and War Medals, Silver Jubilee 1935 and Coronation 1937, very fine (10)
£15,000-20,000
Empire Gallantry Medal: London Gazette: 8 May 1934.

“The King has been graciously pleased to approve of the award of the Medal of the Military
Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire to the undermentioned:For Gallantry.
Major Douglas Alexander Brett, M.C., 1st Royal Battalion (Light Infantry), 9th Jat Regiment, Indian
Army.
At Chittagong, Bengal, at about 5.30 p.m. on the 7th January, 1934, an attack was made by four
Hindu youths (terrorists), on a group of 40 to 50 Europeans, including women and children, at
the conclusion of a cricket match. The terrorists were armed between them, with one revolver
and 7 bombs. The group of Europeans was collected under a shamiana on a hillock. Two of the
assailants came out from behind a small bungalow and, running towards the Europeans, threw
one bomb each. Both the bombs, fortunately, failed to explode. One of these assailants, who was
armed with a revolver, ran on fast towards the Europeans, firing his revolver rapidly as he went.
Major Brett, who at the time was unarmed, rushed at this man, grappled with him, and brought
him to the ground, holding the man’s right arm with the revolver firmly against the ground. Other
Europeans came to his assistance, and the assailant was secured.
Major Brett displayed great gallantry and quickness in thus grappling, unarmed, with the terrorist.”
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O.B.E.: London Gazette: 1 January 1941.
“Major Douglas Alexander Brett, M.C., E.G.M., Instructor, Indian Military Academy, Dehra Dun, and lately Military Secretary to His Excellency the

Governor of the United Provinces.”
Military Cross: London Gazette: 26 March 1917.
“Temp. 2nd Lt. Douglas Alexander Brett. R.W. Kent R.

For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty during a raid on the enemy’s trenches. He led one of the raiding parties with great gallantry and
inflicted many casualties on the enemy. He set a splendid example to his men.”
The George Cross was instituted by Royal Warrant on 24 September 1940; living recipients of the Empire Gallantry Medal were required to return
their medals to the Central Chancery of the Orders of Knighthood and instead become holders of the George Cross.
DOUGLAS ALEXANDER BRETT was born on 4 October 1896. During the Great War he served with the Royal West Kent Regt. in France and Belgium
where he was wounded and where he was awarded the M.C. for gallantry in leading a raiding party. On 13 July 1918 he joined the Indian Army as
a Lieutenant, being promoted to Captain the following year. In the 1930s he had attained the rank of Major and in the 2nd World War was
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel in 1942. He retired from the Indian Army on 1 October 1946 as a Colonel. Subsequently, he and his family moved
to Kenya where he became managing director of Safariland (Kenya's oldest safari business), 1947-56, and then of White Hunters Ltd., 1956-57. He
went on to retirement in England, and died at Chichester on 1 December 1963.
In the 1930s Major Brett was a member of the exclusive Roshanara Cricket Club in Delhi - and it was through cricket that his award of the Empire
Gallantry Medal came about, uniquely on a cricket pitch. The attack took place towards the end of the Chittagong Uprising of 1930-34, just ten
days before the leader of the rebels, Surya Sen was hanged. George Mell, in This Curious Game of Cricket (1982) states: "Only one man has been
decorated for bravery on the cricket pitch. He was Colonel Douglas Brett, whose death was reported in the Daily Telegraph on 2 January 1964. In
1934, while he was playing in a match in Chittagong, five Hindu terrorists carrying bombs and a pistol suddenly attacked players and spectators."
Captain Richard Deedes of the King's Shropshire Light Infantry was similarly awarded for the same incident, overpowering his assailant in the car
park after the fleeing terrorist was tripped up by a chauffeur.
The photograph below shows the Chittagong cricket team, taken at their Christmas Day match in 1933 (some two weeks before the attack). Brett and
his wife are sitting in the front row at bottom left. The little girl in the middle was a Miss Muffet Williams (later Mrs. Durnford), then aged five, sitting
next to her mother. Her father, the District Commissioner, is standing right at the back, in the shadows, behind the others. Mrs. Durnford has recently
recalled of the event: "I remember being in Chittagong when I was about five on the day that Colonel Douglas Brett won his medal. It was a cricket
match, I think it was a Sunday afternoon, and the target was obviously to kill as many people as possible but also to get hold of my father who was the
District Commissioner; he was in the Indian Civil Service. I don't remember very much of the actual incident. I remember my mother picking me up
and running and leaving me in a little shed and rescuing two or three other women. And I remember seeing one of the Bengal terrorists running away,
I remember him very vividly; he had a red puggery on his head and he was firing a revolver at us as he went away."
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Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd.;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
in association with

Sale Title:
British, Russian and World
Orders, Medals and Decorations

(please print clearly or type)

Name
Address

Date:
10 June 2010
Postcode

Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
45 Maddox Street
London W1S 2PE
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Issue No. (debit cards only)

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are
authorising payment for this sale)

Payment Instructions:
Sterling Cash
Subject to statutory limits

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick
Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Cheque or Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Foreign cheques will not be accepted.
Credit/Debit Card
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are
subject to a surcharge of 3%.
We no longer accept American Express.
Bank Transfer to:
Lloyds TSB Bank plc
10 Hanover Square
London W1S 1HJ
IBAN No:
GB94 LOYD 3093 8401 2112 05
BIC No:
LOYDGB21055
Sort Code:
30-93-84
Account No: 01211205
Account Name: Morton & Eden Ltd.
Please quote your name and invoice number on
the instructions to your bank.

ª

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

